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Abstract 

The ability of two bottlenosed dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) to understand 
imperative sentences expressed in arrificial languages was studied. One dolphin 
(Phoenix) was tutored in an acoustic language whose wc/rds were computer- 
generated sour& presented through an underwater speaker. The second dol- 
phin (Akeakamai) was tutored in a visually-based language whose words were 
gestures of a trainer’s arms and hart&. The words represented agents, objects, 
object modifiers, and actions and were recombinable, according to a set of 
syntactic rules, into hundreds of uniquely meaningful sentences from two to 
five words in length. The sentences instructed the dolphins to carry out named 
actions relative to named objects and named modifiers; comprehension was 
measured by the accuracy of response to the instructions and was tested within 
a format that controlled for context cues, for other nonlinguistic cues, and for 
observer bias, Comprehension, at levels far above chance, was shuwn ]br all 
of the sentence forms and sentence meanings that could be generated by the 
lexicon and the set of gyntactic rules, and included the understanding c,f: (a) 
lexically novel sentences; (6) structurally novel sentences; (c) semanticalIly re- 
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versible sentences that expressed relationships between objects; (d) sentences in 
which changes in modifier position changed senrence meaning; and (e) con- 
joined sentences (Phoenix). Additional abilities demonstrated included a broad 
and immediate generalization of the lexical items to different exemplars of 
objects; an ability to modulate the form of response to given action words, in 
order to apply the action appropriately to new objects, to difierent object attri- 
butes, or to different object locations; an abilfity to carry out instructions cor- 
rectly d#espite changes in the context or location in which a sentence was given, 
or in the trainer providing the instructions; an ability to distinguish between 
different relational concepts; an ability to respond correctly to sentences given 
with no objects present in the tank until 30 secomis after the instruction was 
given (displacement tests); and an ability to report correctlv that the particular 
object designated in a sentence was in fact not present in the tank, although all 
other objects were (Akeakamai). These various abilities evidenced that the 
words of the languages had come to represent symbolically the objects and 
events referred to in the sentences. The successful processing of either a left-to- 
right grammar (Phoenix) or of an inverse grammar (Akeakamai) indicated 
that wholly arbitrary syntactic rules could be understood and that an under- 
standing of the function of words occurring early in a sentence could be carried 
out by the dolphin on the basis of succeeding words, including in at least one 
case, nonadjacent words. The comprehension approach used was a radical 
depar;ture from the emphasis on language production in studies of the linguistic 
abilities of apes; the result obtained offer the first convincing evidence of the 
ability of animals to process both semantic and syntactic features of sentences. 
The ability of the dolphins to utilize both their visual and acoustic modalities 
in these tasks underscored the amodal dependency of the sentence understand- 
ing skill. Some comparisons were given of the dolphins performances with 
those of language-trained apes and of young children on related or relevant 
language tasks. 

WdIM!tiOll 

A central issue in the assessment of animal linguistic competency is sentence 
processing ability. Sentences have both semantic and syntactic components; 
together, semantics and syntax have br:en described as :he “indispensable 
core attributes of any human language” (Paivio and Begg, 1981, p. 25). A key 
human linguistic skill is the tacit use of the grammatical features of a lan- 
guage, consisting of the lexical component and syntactic rules, to produce 
and comprehend sentences, including. ones that are novel to the user 
(Chomsky, 1957). Chomsky (1972, p. 100) described this “mysterious ability” 
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of human language users: “Having mastered a language, one is able to under- 
stand an indefinite number of expressions that are new to one’s experience; 
and one is able, with greater or less facility, to produce such expressions on 
an appropriate occasion . . . ” 

Sentence processing ability has been explicitly or implicitly claimed for 
apes tutored in languages (e.g., R. Gardner and Gardner, 1969; B. Gardner 
and Gardner, 1971, 1975; Patterson, 197&z, 19786; Premack, 1971, 1376; 
Rumbaugh et al., 1973; Rumbaugh, 1977). However, challenges from others 
(Bronowski and Bellugi, 1970; Fodor et al., 1974; Petitto and Seidenberg, 
1979; Ristau and Robbins, 1982; Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1980; Seidenberg 
and Petitto, 1979, 1981; Terrace, 1979; Terrace et al., 1979, 1981) have 
pointed to flaws in experimental design, to insufficiencies and deficiencies in 
data reporting and analyses, to shortcomings in contextual controls or other 
controls against nonlinguistic cues, and t,o overly ‘rich’ interpretations of re- 
sults that, in their sum, vitiated the claims for sentence processing abilities 
of apes. As a result, many have judged the apes by an all-or-none criterion 
as incapable of processing sentences, and therefore without linguistic cornpe- 
tency. 

It seems unwise for science to take a strictly adversarial stanoe on this 
issue, such that the jury of scientific peers is asked to decide once and for all 
on sentence processing abilities of apes and, by implication, of other animals 
a.s well. There is a good deal of evidence that some animals can process, 
remember, and utilize variable sequences of nonlexical items in order to 
organize appropriate responses (e.g., Devine and Jones, 1975; Sands and 
Wright, 1980; Straub et al., 1379; Thompson and Herman, 1977). At the very 
least, these findings urge cau;ion before concluding that animals cannot simi- 
Sarly utilize structured seque.nces of lexical items, i.e., sentences. 

To demonstrate sentence processing ability it is imperative to show that in 
the absence of nonlinguistic cues the animal can use the grammatical features 
of the language to generate or understand sentences. From their detailed, 
mmprehensive review of language work with apes, and of the criticisms of that 
work, Ristau and Robbins (1982) concluded that there was “. . . no convincing 
evidence that apes’ utterances are grammatical’* (p. 247). In particular, there 
was little or no evidence for any knowledge or use of syntactic rules. Typi- 
cally, multiple signs were strung together without structure and, apparently, 
often were prompted by similar signs produced earlier by the trainers (Seiden- 
berg and Petitto, 1979; Terrace et al., 1979). Subsets of signs appropriate to 
a desired reward might be repeated in various orders, until the ape received 
the reward (Seidenberg and Petitto, 1981; Terrace et al,, 1981). Novel calm- 
binations of signs, when they occurred, seemed 80 be largely restricted to 
naming new objects, and not to producing sentenc;:s. The novel combinations 
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were reported anecdotally by the researchers and may have been overinter- 
preted (Petitto and Seidenberg, 1979; Kistau and Robbins, 1982; Savage- 
Rumbaugh ef al., 1980; Terrace et al., 1979). Highly constraining context 
cues, and the use of a limited set of “stock” sentences, resulted in responses 
having the appearance of sentence processing ability (e.g., Premack, 1976; 
Rumba@, 1977). However, closer scrutiny (Savage-Rumbaugh et al , 1980; 
Terrace, 1979; Thompson and Church, 1980) suggested that simpler, nonlin- 
guistic interpretations could be given to the data. Nevertheless, we must 
agree with Rumbaugh (1981) in his response to criticisms of the ape language 
work that “... at this point in time . . . it is anticipatory and counterproductive 
for anyone to presume that ‘the data are in’ for a valid assessment of what 
is to be offered from this area of research” (p. 30). Also. despite their exten- 
sive criticisms of the ape language work, Seidenberg and Petitto (1981) con- 
cluded that “It would be unfortunate if the inadequacies of the existing re- 
search-and widespread publicity concerning this controversy-were to in- 
hibit further work . ..” (p. 127). 

What is needed, it seems, are different, more systematic, and better con- 
trolled approaches than those used to date for studying sentence processing 
abilities of animals. The goals of these improved approaches would be to 
describe the specializations, capabilities, and limitations of animal subjects 
for processing sentences, to include their capability for using or understanding 
lexical, syntactic, and semantic information. In this paper we report on the 
results of an innovative comprehension approach for studying sentence pro- 
cessing abilities of bottlenosed dolphins (Tursiops truncatus). 

The use of comprehension as a critical measure of sentence: processing 
ability has particular merit for work with animals but has not been fully 
exploited previously. The bulk of the work with apes has emphasized the 
production of language, rather than its comprehension (Savage-Rumbaugh et 
al. ) 1980). Typically, researchers have assumed that production implied com- 
prehension, but have not provided valid objective tests for this assertion 
(Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1980; Seidenberg and Petitto, 1981; Terrace, 
1979). In the few cases reporting valid tests (e.g., Savage-Rumbaugh and 
Rumbaugh, 1978), comprehension did not in fact flow automatically from 
production. The production of language by apes can be difficult to assess 
quantitatively or to interpret objectively. The same is true of the production 
of language by humans, especially children (e.g., Anderson, 1980, p. 401; 
McNeil, 1970). Gaining experimental control of the user’s generation of 
language is very difficult. Also, production may be easily prompted by non- 
linguistic cues, a common and often useful occurrence in human communica- 
tion, but one which makes the interpretation of animal productions difficult. 
In contrast, comprehension can be tested under rigid controls, the tests can be 
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devised to relate to specific linguistic issues, and the results of the tests can 
usually be expressed quantitatively, and evaluated statistically. 

Comprehension tests need not be limiting in their application nor in the 
inferences that may be drawn from their results. In human work, comprehen- 
sion tests have demonstrated language competency in preverbal or nonverbal 
children (Curtiss, 1977; Itard, 1932) and have been used to examine the ‘ways 
in which children and adults learn new languages (e.g., Moeser, 1977; 
Schlesinger, 1977). Comprehension approaches that emphasize the carrying 
out of instructions given as imperative statements by the teacher have been 
found to be useful in the analysis of the grammatical competence of children 
(Bever, 1970; Chapman and Miiler, f975; Churchill, 1978; Hoban, 1983; 
McNeil1 et al., 1971; Sh+ley et al., 1969; Strohner and Nelson, 1974) and to 
be highly effective for teaching second languages to adults (see readings in 
Winitz, 1981). The use of the imperative statement as a tool for language 
instruction parallels in many ways the approach taken in the present study. 

In this study, we examined the ability of two bottlenosed dolphins to under- 
stand sentences constructed within artificial languages. We report on the 
findings during the first four years of study. The understanding of familiar and of 
novel sentences was studied, as was the understanding of novel syntactic 
forms and of semanticall: l zversible sentences. All of the sentences were in 
the imperative mood and instructed the dolphins to carry out named actions 
relative to named objects and named modifiers. Comprehension ‘was defined 
as the ability of the dolphins to utilize the semantic and syntactic information 
in the sentences in order to carry out the instructions, and was measured by 
the accuracy or appropriateness of their responses to those instructions. 

Earlier attempts to study language learning abilities of dolphins or to detect 
extant language were summarized in detail by Herman (1980). These included 
the unsuccessful efforts by Lilly (1961, 1967) to demonstrate the existence of 
a natural language in dolphins or to teach dolphins English; the work of 
Batteau (Batteau and Markey, 1968) with an artificial language; and the 
preliminary language comprehension work of Herman (summanzed in Her- 
man (1980)) that provided the model for the extended approach reported in 
this paper. 

Lilly’s work was poorly documented, of questionable validity, and is not 
useful scientifically (for particularly strong criticisms of this work see, e.g., 
Wilson, 1975; Wood, 1973). Batteau and Markey (1968) tested the ability of 
two bottlenosed dolphins to respond to simple commands given via artificially 
generated whistle “words”. Because of the death of Batteau, the project 
remains incomplete and its results, often weak on behavioral detail, appear 
only in the cited unpublished government report. Batteau and Markey ap- 
peared to have had a comprehension approach in mind, but their concept of 
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language was seriously flawed. Individual whistles did not refer to individual 
semantic entities, i.e., to unique words, but instead merely set the occasion 
for a chain of responses. For example, a single, particular whistle sound 
instructed the dolphin to “hit the ball with your pectoral fin”. There were no 
separate words for “hit” or “ball” or “pectoral fin”. Another single whistle 
sound instructed the dolphin to “swim through the hoop’“. Since there were 
no unique words for independent semantic entities there was no way to re- 
combine elements to create new instructions, for example, “‘hit the hoop 
(rather than the ball) with your pectoral fin”. Batteau and Markev’s system 
thus lacked the linguistic features of openness (Hackett, 1960) and reconstitu- 
tion (Bronowski and Bell@, 1970) that allow for the addition of words to 
the vocab;tlary and for the recombining of words, according to the syntactic 
structure of the language, into new sentences with new meaning. Their ap 
preach, in effect, was not different from the procedures used to train dolphins 
to perform rote chains of behaviors in oceanarium shows. 

The language comprehensican work reported by Herman (I 980) was begun 
in January 1977 using, the dc lphin Keakiko (Kea). Sounds generated by a 
computer-controlled system were projected underwater into ‘Kea’s tank. Kea 
was taught that there were specific sounds (‘names)) for each oE three objects 
(a ball, a life ring, and a styr,ofoam cylinder) and for each of three actions 
(to fetch, to touch, and to snouth). Each action was clearly defined and 
different from the others, as were the objects. The first stage of training 
emphasized object names. the second action names, and the third 2-word 
sentences. Kea was able to reTpond immediately and correctly to new objects 
that were instances of a c&s of old object, e.g., to new balls of different 
sizes or textures. She also generalized her action responses immediately to 
new (unnamed) objects introduced into the tank. 

The syntactic rule adopted for 2-word sentences was Object + Action, 
e.g., BALL FETCH, meaning “go to the ball and bring it back to the 
trainer”. ’ The Object + Action -1e was found to be easier to train than was 
an Action + Object rule, since in the first instance an intention response 
(orienting response) to the object named could serve as a bridge on which 
delivery of the following action signal was contingent. This bridging method 
was successfully used during the initial stages oft raining. During later training 
an automatic half-second interval was used between the two words without 
waiting for any intermediate response. Under these conditions Kea quickly 
came to respond nearly flawlessly to each of the nine possible 2-word sen- 

%mghout this pape r the words or sentences &LA to the dolphins are shown in all capital letters. The 
English glosses for the instructions are provided only as an aid to thhe reader. They are not intended to suggest 
that the dolphin undexstoad the sentence in the sense of the gloss. 
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tences generated by the six vocabulary items (e.g., CYLINDER MOUTH. 
RING TOUCH, etc.). The study ended abruptly in May of 1977 with the 
abduction of Kea from the laboratory.* 

For our current work, begun in 1979 with two new dolphins, both an 
artifical acoustic language and an artificial gestural language were developed. 
One dolphin was specialized in the acoustic language and the other in the 
gestural language. If both the acoustic and the visual mediums could be used 
successfully it would greatly strengthen the case for a general capability of 
dolphins for understanding instructions specified by a sentence. At the same 
time, the use of two mediums guarded against artifacts governing responses 
that might be peculiar to one language medium but not the other. Also, the 
degree to which competency in sentence comprehension could be de- 
monstrated within each medium would provide more information about the 
cognitive specializations, capabilities, and constraints of the bottlenosed dol- 
phin than would the use of only a single medium. 

‘Language’, as used here, refers to the lexical component and the set of 
syntactic rules that governed the construction and interpretation of sentences 
in the acoustic and gestural formats. There were many similarities in the 
vocabulary and syntactic rules across the two languages, but there were also 
some major differences. 

Within each language, a sentence was defined as a sequence of words that 
expressed a unique semantic proposition (cf. Terrace et al., 1979). The sen- 
tences ranged in length from two to five words. In English, and in many other 
languages, altering word order may drastically change the meaning of a sen- 
tence. Similarly, in both of the dolphin artificial languages, the meaning of 
some sentences depended upon word order as well as on the particular words 
used. 

A word was defined as a unique, independent semantic entity; entities 
were agents, objects, actions, or modifiers of place or direction. The words 
of the acoustic language were short, discrete, whistle-like sounds produced 
by computer-controlled waveform generators, while the words of the gestural 
language were unique movements of a trainer’s arms and hands. The words 
chosen for inclusion in the dolphins’ vocabularies were those that could be 
readily combined with other words into meaningful sentences, allowing for 
the creation of hundreds of different sentences through a relatively small 

2Kea was abducted from the University of Hawaii laboratory together with the dolphin F’uka, who had 
been specialized in visual tasks and was one of the two dolphins used in the Batteau and Markey (1%8) study. 
The pair was transported in a small van to a remote location about 50 miles from their home tank and 
abandoned in the open ocean. The sudden demands of open-ocean living combined with the stress of removal 
f’rom familiar surroundings posed a cruel survival test for these long-time domesdcated dolphins that surely 
could not be met. 
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aaJcabulary. Some sentences were used for training purposes; others were 
reserved for testing for the immediate understanding of novel sentences or 
of novel syntactic forms. A lexically novel sentence is one whose syntactic 
structure is patterned after familiar sentence forms but where at least one 
lexical item occurs for the first time in that form. A syntactically (structurally) 
novel sentence is one where a new sentence form is represented for the first 
time. 

Some of the syntactic categories expressed a relationship between two 
named objects, with one object designated for transport and the other as the 
destination. If both objects could be transported, semantically reversible sen- 
tences could be created, e.g., ‘take A to B’ versus ‘take B to A’. Thus, 
reversing the order of A and B results in a reversal of meaning. To carry out 
the instructions of a semantically reversible sentence correctly, a dolphin 
must utilize both semantic and syntactic information. The acoustic language 
employed a straightforward ‘left-to-right’ grammar for the transport relation- 
ship (‘A take to B’), while the gestural language used an inverse grammar 
(‘to B, A take’). These different syntactic rules allowed us to explore more 
fully whether there might be constraints in the ability of the dolphins to 
utilize word-order information. Additionally, the placement of modifier 
words in the sentence determined which object word was modified. This 
enabled the further exploration of a dolphin’s ability to use word-order infor- 
mation. Also, in the most recent work on relational terms reported here, the 
transport relationship was contrasted with a new relational term which re- 
quired one object to be placed in or on another. Here, we were able to study 
whether the syntactic similarities and semantic differences between the two 
relational words could be understood. 

A major goal of this project, in addition to examining for sentence proces- 
sing abilities in a nonhuman animal, was to open new avenues into the study 
of the cognitive characteristics of the bottlenosed dolphin (Herman, 1980). 
The semantic and syntactic complexity that can be created through sentences, 
and the requirement that information in the serially-unfolding sentence be 
integrated over time, can place great demands on information-processing 
resources. By calling for the fuller use of processing resources we may be 
able to arrive at a better understanding of the limits and characteristics of 
dolphin L’ognition and, possibly, their relationship to the limits and charac- 
teristics of cognition in other animals, including the human (e.g., Griffin, 
1981,1982). A philosophy underlying our project was that complex informa- 
tion processing is in part a skill that can be honed through education. The 
realization of human potential is largely dependent on long-term special edu- 
cation. Knowledge structures are greatly enriched through education and 
expand the ability to recognize and solve problems. Strategies for allocating 
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processing resources and techniques for Integrating, reducing, or manipulat- 
ing information are in part acquired skills. The implication is that the exterit 
and limitations of animal cognition may be best revealed through long-term 
studies that build on the growing knowledge structures, cognitive skills, and 
sophistication of the animal. 

The dsqhins and pre-language training 

Figure 1 shows the two female bottlenosed dolphins that were studied, 
Phoenix and Akeakamai.3 The pair is in their home tank, a concrete sea-water 
enclosure of diameter 15.2 m and having a depth of 1.7 m. The two were 
collected from the wild on the same date in June of 1978 in the shallow 
coastal waters near Gulfport, Mississippi and were brought to the University 
of Hawaii Kewalo Basin Marine Mammal Laboratory one month later. The 
capture locations were within approximately 2 km of each other so that it is 
likely that the two were part of the same seasonally resident school. At the 
time of collection each was approximately 2.0 m in length and 94 kg m 
weight, which categorized them as juveniles of approximately two to three 
years of age. Two years later the pair had grown in synchrony to approxi- 
mately 2.2 m in length and 128 kg in weight. After an additional two years 
the lengths had increased slightly to 2.3 m and the weights to approximately 
144 kg. Caldwell and Caldwell (1977) give 2.4 m as a minimum length for a 
reproductive female. Estimates of age at sexual maturity of female 
bottlenosed dolphins range from 6 to 12 years. Physical growth of bottle- 
nosed dolphins may continue to age 15 or later and longevity of captive 
animals can be 39 years or more. 

During their first 30 days after capture, spent at Gulfport, Phoenix and 
Akeakamai were acclimated to tank living and to eating freshly thawed fish 
from the hand of a trainer. During their next seven months at Hawaii prep- 
arations were made for language comprehension training. Attention was 
given to socializing the pair toward humans, and to initial familiarization 
training with sounds and gestures. To promote an affiliative response towards 
humans, the authors and others of the staff swam daily with the pair, hand 
fed them, stroked them, and engaged them in games such as ‘tag’ (attempting 

to touch the dolphins with a short length of plastic pipe while they dodged 

?he name Phoenix symbolized the rebirth of the laboratory after the tragic loss of Kea and Puka. 
Akeakamai (‘Ake’) is a Hawaiian word meaning ‘lover of wisdom,’ and symbolized the hopes for the future. 
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phin had an individually characteristic ‘signature” whistle that it used fre- 
quently [Richards et al., 1984) and which, presumably, identified that dolphin 
to other dolphins (Caldwell and Caldwell, 1965). Hence, it seemed reasona- 
ble to use approximations to these signature whistles, as generated by a 
computer system, for the dolphins’ names. 

All sounds were produced by two Wavetek 154 waveform generators digi- 
tally controlled by a minicomputer. The computer, housed in a building re- 
mote from tankside, controlled the frequency artId waveform type of the first 
(primary) generator. Where applicable, it also controlled the modulation rate 
and modulation range induced on the base frzquency of the primary 
generator by tire second (modulator) generator. The base frequencies ranged 
from 1 to 40 kJiz, well within the hearing limit!; of the bottlenosed dolphin 
(Johnson, 1967:‘). Modulation rates ranged from unmodulated to 50 Hz. 

The waveform types produced were either the unmodulated sine or triangle 
wave output -.of the primary generator, or these same waves symmetrically 
modulated in frequency by a sine, square, or triangle wave from the mod- 
ulator generator. Additionally, a few sounds were pulse modulated by switch- 
ing them on aad off under computer control. The final output waveform 
from the primary generator was routed through a Hewlett-Packard 467A 
power amplifier, and broadcast through a J9 underwater speaker obtained 
from the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Underwater Sound Reference 
Detachment. Figure 2 illustrates the frequency versus time spectrum of a few 
GE the sounds used as names for modifiers, objec:.s, and actions in the acoustic 
language. 

The nominal limiting equipment factor on frequency range was the J9 
speaker, which is flat in frequency response to 20 kHz, and teas both variable 
frequency response and increasing directionality above t”aat frequency. How- 
ever, Curtis (11379) has shown that the useful frequent;: response of the J9 
extends to well over 40 kHz in our tank. Most sounds were at least partially 
within the range of human hearing for ease in monitoring. 

The computer maintained the library of sounds of tla acoustic language 
and set the W;avetek parameters appropriately for producing any sound 
selected. An ASCII keyboard located at tankside enab.ed the computer to 
be addressed remotely. Words were assigned to specific keys. To construct 
an acoustic sentence the successive words were keyed in, as was the desired 
spacing between words (usually 0.25 second or occasionally 0.5 second). The 
constructed sentence was stored by the computer and projected underwater, 
when desired, by a press of the space bar by the keyb0as.d operator. 

The sounds of the language were developed so as to differ in at least two 
acoustic dimensions from other words in the same semantic category. In a 
few cases, a sound as initially constructed appeared to be hard for Phoenix 
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The modulation waveform characteristics (frequency versus time plots) of 
selected sounds of the acoustic language. Frequency (O-40 kHz) is on the 
vertical axis and time (in seconds) on the horizontal axis. The sounds ilius- 
trated in the top row are the acoustic signals for the modifiers SURFACE 
and BOSOM; the second row shows the sour& for the objects PIPE, 
SURFBOARD, WATER and FRISBEE; the final row illustrates souna3 
for the actiono TAIL-TOUCH, PEC-TOUCH, SPIT and MOUTH. 

I SURFBOARD 
t . iI- 

1 L MOUTH SPIT 

WATER I L FRISBEE 
I 

1 
., 
I 

to discriminate from an already existing sound. Lengthening tht new sound 
beyond the duration of other sounds was usually sufficient to overcome the 
initial discrimination difficulty. After performance stabilir.ed, the new sound 
was shortened to the typical 0.5 to 1.5 second range elf other soun&. If 
performance was not maintained, the new sound was changed in some acous- 
tic parameter. 

The hearing of the bottlenosed dolphin shows large decreases in sensitivity 
for frequencies below approximately 10 kHz (Johnson, 1967). Consequently, 
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we applied higher voltage levels to the J9 speaker for these lower frequencies, 
but no attempt was made to equate sensation levels across the different 
sounds. Owing to the varied locations at which the speaker was placed, its 
changing directional characteristics with frequency, and the varied positions 
of the dolphin relative to the speaker when sounds were played, the perceived 
loudness of any given sound was undoubtedly quite variable. Hence, sound 
intensity was not useful for discriminating among sounds. 

Physical characteristics of the gestural language 
The gestural signs were moderate- to large-scale movement!; of the arms 

and hands of a trainer standing immediately adjacent to the tank wall. The 
wall rises approximately 1 m above the floor level surrounding the tank and 
hence only the upper half of the trainer’s body is visible to the dolphin in the 
tank (Fig. 1). 

Signs were chosen to be easily discriminable by human observers and to 
be substantially different from ocher signs, as judged by the consensus of 
authors of this paper. As with the acoustic signals, gestures were modified in 
the event of apparent confusions by the dolphin. Some gestures, e.g., those 
for PERSON and SPEAKER, were modified versions of signs taI.en from 
American Sign Language. However, most of the gestures are not related to 
American Sign Language. By convention, all signs denoting actions are made 
with one arm, while signs denoting objects or object modifiers are made with 
symmetrical or alternating movements of both arms. Figure 3 illustrates the 
signs for a few of the words of the gestural language-including modifiers, 
objects and actions. 

Signs are made rapidly although with considerable variation in rate across 
trainers. Experienced signers average close to 1 second per complete gesture, 
and approximately 0.25 second in transition between successive gestures. 
Novice trainers usually take longer to complete each gesture, and include a 
full pause, returning their hands briefly to a neutral position in front of their 
bodies, between successive gestures. Many different signers have been used 
during the course of our project. A study at aur labaratory by M, Shyan 
appears to show that the idiosyncratic signing differences among trainers has 
led Akeakamai to focus on certain key distinguishing elements across signs, 
particularly arm movement and hand position. At the present time it is pos- 
sible to instruct a novice trainer in an arbitrary subset of the signs in a few 
minutes and these will almost always be immediately understood by 
Akeakamai . 
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Pigure 3. kbmples of some of the signals used in the gestural language, as obtained 
from tracings of videotape records of gestures. The trainer is wearing opaque 
goggles to guard against social cueing by eye movements. The top row 
illustrates the gestural signals for the modifiers LEFT and RIGHT; the 
second row gives the gestural signals for the objects PIPE, SURFBOARD, 
WATER, and FRISBEE; the bottom row illustrates the gestures fi?r the 
actions TAIL-TOUCH, PEC-TOUCH, SPIT, and MOUTH (see lexicon 
in Table 1). 

(k-4 
LEFT 

I PIPE I I SURFBOARD 1 

I 

TAIL-TOUCH 

RIGHT 

SPIT MOiiTH 

Creation of the lexicon 
Table 1 gives the current vocabulary of the dolphins. The letter P for 

Phoenix or A for Akeakamai signifies that that word is in the vocabulary of 
only the one dolphin; otherwise, both dolphins understand the word. Since 
alle sentences, thus far, are in the imperative mood, the d’olphins are always 
the agents; each sentence begins with a dolphin’s acoustic name. Note in 
Table 1 that dolphin names appear not only as agents but also as objects. 
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Table 1. Comprehension vocabulary of Phoenix (P) and Akeakamai (A); if only one 
dolphin understands a listed word it is followed by the initial of that dolphin 

OBJECTS 
Tank fixtures 
GATE (divides portion 

of tank; can be opened 
or shut) (P) 

WINDOW (any of four 
underwater windows) 

PANEL (metal panel 
attached underwater lo 
side of tank) (P) 

Relocatable objects’ 
SPEAKER (underwater) 
WATER (jetted from hose) 
PHOENIX (dolphin as 

object) (A) 
AKEAKAMAI (dolphin as 

object) (P) 
NETbd 

ACTIONS 
Take direct object only 
TAIL-TOUCH (touch with flukes) 
PECTORAL-TOUCH (touch with pectoral 

fin) 
MOUTH (grasp with mouth) 
(‘3?) OVER 
(GO) UNDER 
(GO)THRU 
TOSS (throw object using rostrum movement) 
SPIT (squirt water from mouth at object) 

AGENTS 

Transferable objecP 
BALL 
HOOP 
PIPE (length of rigid 

plastic pipe) 
FISH (used as object 

or reward) 
PERSON (any body part or 

whole person in or out 
of water) 

FRISBEE 
SURFBOARD 
BASKET 

Take direct und indirect object 
FETCH (take one named object to another 

named object) 

INC*d (place one named object in or on another 
named object) 

PHOENIX or AKEAKAMAI (prefix for each sentence; calls dolphin named to her station: 
indicates to dolphins which is to receive fish reward) 

MODIFIERS 
RIGHT or LEFT (used before object name to refer to object at that position) (A) 
SURFACE or BOTTOM (used before object name to refer to object at that location) (P) 

OTHER 
ERASE (used in place of action word to cancel the preceding werds-requires the dolphin to 

remain at station or ro return immediately) 
YES (used after correctly executed instruction) 
NO (sometimes used after incorrectly executed instruction-can cause emotional behavior) 

‘Objects whose locations may be changed by trainers. 
bObjects that may be moved by dolphin+all names represent classes of objects with multiple 
exemplars. 
‘Added to Akeakamai’s vocabulary after completion of the majority of testing reported in data 
tables. 
dAdded to Phoenix’s vocabulary after completion of the majority of testing reported in data 
tables. 
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Thus, the acoustic sentence PHOENIX AKEAKAMAI OVER instructs 
Phoenix to swim ts Akeakamai and leap over her. Similarly, note that FISH 
is both the name of a reward and the name of an object to which an a( tion 
(other than eating it) may be performed. 

Object words are divided into those represented by single exemplars, such 
as GATE, the single wooden gate in the tank (Fig. 1, t), and classes of 
abjects, such as BALL, which refers to any of a number of balls of various 
sizes and materials. Words referring to object classes allow the use of mod- 
ifiers to sp:cify a particular exemplar when several members of the class are 
present. E)r example, when pipes are present at both the bottom and the 
surface of the tank, the modifier SURFACE or BOTTOM may be given to 
indicate the specific pipe to which a response is to be made, Similarly, if there 
are paired frisbees, one at each side of the dolphin, the modifier RIGHT or 
LEFT indicates the particular frisbee to be acted on. Note that RIGHT and 
LEFT are in only Akeakamai’s vocabulary and that SURFACE and BOT- 
TOM are restricted to Phoenix’s vocabulary, The assignment of different 
modifiers to the two dolphins allowed us to explore the ability of dolphins to 
understand different types of modifiers without duplicating training time in 
teaching both types of modifiers to each dolphin. 

Both class and single exemplar objects are further divided into three 
categories: transportable by dolphins, relocatable by trainers, or fixed in 
place (tank fixtures). Transportable objects can be taken (‘fetched’) to other 
transportable objects, to relocatable objects, or to fixed objects. The first 
case, involving two transportable objects, allows for the generation of scman- 
tically reversible sentences. 

Referents for several of the object words in Table 1 can be seen in Fig. 1. 
These include the tank fixtures (GATE, WINDOW, PANEL); objects re- 
locatable by trainers (SPEAKER, WATER, PERSON); and several objects 
transportable by the dolphins (SURFBOARD, PIPE, FRISBEE, and 
RIGHT and LEFT BASKETS and HOOPS). 

Actions are divided into two categories, those which take only a dirczt 
object and those which take both direct and indirect objects. The latter categ- 
ory allows the expression of a relationship between objects. For most of the 
results given in this paper, FETCH was the only action in the second categ- 
ory. However, training of the action IN, to place a transportable object inside 
of or on top of another object was instituted recently. A brief summary of 
findings comparing responses to FETCH and IN is provided in the results 
section. 

YES and NO are acoustic words used with both dolphin;. YES appears in 
the strings YES PHOBNIX FISH or YES AKEAKAMAI FISH. A string 
follows a correct response to an instruction and indicates to the dolphins 

. 
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which dolphin is being referred to and that a fish reward wil! be given to that 
dolphin. The named dolphin responds to the sentence by returnirf 
trainer for a fish reward; the one not nam.ed continues in whatever behavior 
it was engaged in at the time of the string. NO is an acoustic word used to 
interrupt an ongoing behavior of either dolphin. It is used rarely, however, 
since it tends to produce emotional behavior, such as flinging an object or 
jaw snapping. 

Finally, ERASE takes the place of any action word and is used to cancel 
a sentence. For example, the sequence BALL ERASE or RIGHT BALL 
ERASE cancels the sentence that has been begun. The proper response is 
for the dolphin to remain at her instruction station or to return to it promptly 
if in the act of leaving. 

The syntax 
Table 2 gives the syntactic rules for construction of 2-, 3-, 4-, and !I-word 

sentences in each language. Five-word sentences have so far been given ex- 
tensively only to Phoenix. The basic rules are that object words always pre- 
cede action words, and modifiers always precede the object word modified. 
Thus, the instruction WINDOW TAIL-TOUCH is glossed as “Go to any of 
the underwater windows in the tank and touch it with your tail flukes”. 
HOOP UNDER means “Go to the hoop and swim under it”. SURFACE 
PIPE SPIT instructs Phoenix to “Go to the pipe floating at the surface (and 
not the one lying at the bottom) and spit at it.” LEFT BALL MOUTH is an 
instruction to Akeakamai to “Go to the ball to your left (and not the one to 
your right) and place your mouth about it.” LEFT and RIGHT are always 
referenced to Akeakamai’s location at the time that the instruction is given. 
Figure 4 illustrates typical responses of the dolphins to a few of the many 
2-word Object + Action sentences in their languages. It can be seen that the 
responses to action words are distinct from one another and easily classifiable 
by an observer. 

The syntactic rules for Zword sentences and for 3-word modifier sentences 
are the same for the two languages. All of the other tylpes of sentences utilize 
the relational words FETCH or IN, and are radically different for the two 
dolphins. For Phoenix, the 3-word sentence SURFBOARD FETCH 
SPEAKER is glossed as “Go to the stirfiloard (direct object) and take it to 
the speaker (indirect object).“4 When dealing with transportable indirect ob- 

‘We recognize that the terms ‘indirect object’ and ‘direct object’ are grammatical terms describing the 
function of nouns in the sentence and not, normally, the referents of those nouns. However, since it is 
cumbersome to specify in every case in this paper the ‘phytkal object referred to by the direct object’ or the 
‘physical object referred to by the indirect object’ in the sentences, we use the terms to refer both to the words 
ia the sentences and to their referents. This usage is qualified only when the moaning is not made clear by - 
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Table 2. Syntactic rules for ucuustical language for Phoenix (P) and gestural language 
for Akeakamai (A) 
._._. - __... _ _. ~___._ .____ 

Rule Examples 

2-word 

Object + Action (P. A) 

J-word 

Mo&iier + Object + Action (P, A) 

DO t Action + IO (P) 

10 + DO t Action (A) 

I-word 

Modiier + DO + Action + IO (P) 

DO t Action t Modifier + IO (P) 

10 t Modifier + DO t Action (A) 

Modifier + 10 t DO t Action (A) 

3. word 

Modifier+ DO f Action + 
+ Mudificr + IO (P) 

WINDOW TAIL-TOUCH; BASKETTOSS 
PHOENIX OVER (An instruction to Akeakamai) 
AKEAKAMAI WNDER (An instruction to Phoenix) 

LEFT PERSON MOUTH; RIGHT FISH PEC- 
TOUCH SURFACE PIPE SPIT; BOTTOM HOOP 
THRU; 

SURFBOARD FETCH SPEAKER 
’ HOOP FETCH PIPE 
’ PIPE FETCH HOOP 

SPEAKER SURFBOARD FETCH 
’ PIPE HOOP FETCH 
’ HOOP PIPE FETCH 

BO’ITOM HOOP FETCH PANEL 
‘SURFACE FRISBEE FETCH BASKET 

’ PIPE FETCH BOTTOM BASKET 
’ BASKET FETCH SURFACE PIPE 

SPEAKER LEFT HOOP FETCH 
’ BALL RIGHT FRISBEE FETCH 

’ RIGHT BASKET P 
LEFT WATER SURFBOARD FETCH 

‘SURFACE PIPE FETCH BOTTOM HOOP 
‘BOTTOM HOOP FETCH SURFACE PIPE 
’ BOTrOM BASKET FETCH BOTTOM HOOP 

Nore. DO 17 Direct Object; IO = Indirect Object. 
‘Reversal of order of direct and indirsct objects reverses meaning. 

the contexl. Our glosses for sentences in&ding both indirect and direct objects use. for clarity. a directional 
prepositional phrase to specify the indirect object. Thus, SURFBOARD FETCH SPE:AKER is glossed for 
the reader as “go to rhe surfboard and take it to the speaker.” However, in parallel te the English sentence 
“Fetch Lou a penci2,” a more precise gloss, properly showing the indirect object fu&on of SPEAKER in 
the sentence, would be “Fetch the speaker the surfboard.” 
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Figure 4. 

jects, FETCH sentences are semantically reversible. Thus, HOOP FETCH 
PIPE is glossed as “Go to the hoop and take it to the pipe,” while PIPE 
FETCH HOOP means “Go to the pipe and take it to the hoap.” In 
Akeakamai’s gestural language, the indirect object is specified frrst, then the 
direct object, and finally the action. Thus, SPEAKER SURFBOARD 
FETCH is interpreted as “To the speaker (indirect object), surfboard (direct 
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object) take,” or in better English, “Take the surfboard to the speaker.” 
SPEAKER SURFBOARD FETCH in the ges is thus the 
semantic equivalent of SURFBOARD FETCH the acoustic 
language. Similarly, PIPE HOOP FETCH and HOOP PIPE FETC 
gestural language are the semantic equivalents, respectively, o 
FETCH PIPE and PIPE FETCH HOOP in the acoustic language. Figure 5 
illustrates Akeakamai responding to the semantically reversible sentences 
BASKET BALL FETCH (“To the basket, ball take”) versus BALL BAS- 
KET FETCH (“To the ball, basket take”). 

The rules for the use of IN within each language correspond to the rules 
for FETCH. For Phoenix’s acoustic language, the sentence HOOP IN BAS- 
KET requires that a hoop be placed inside of a basket. The equivalent instruc- 
tion in Akeakamai’s gestural language would be BASKET HOOP IN (“In 
the basket. hoop put”). 

The divergent syntactic rules across the two languages for sentences involv- 
ing direct and indirect objects were chosen for two reasons. First, successful 
training of dolphins to respond to sentences having different rules for struc- 
ture but thr= same meaning would demonstrate that wholly arbitrary rules can 
be learned, as is the case for the diversity of rules to be found across human 
languages (Hackett, 1960). Second, the word order for Akeakamai’s FETCH 
or IN sentences precludes her from carrying out the instruction as a simple 
chain of responses in which successive actions have a one-to-one temporal 
correspondence with the word order of the presented instruction. Phoenix’s 
syntax is like a left-to-right grammar; a correct response to the sentence 
BASKET FETCH WATER requires a sequence of responses that correspond 
in their performed order to the left to right sequence of words in the sentence, 
i.e., swimming to the basket and carrying it to the stream of water flowing 
from the-suspended hose. For Akeakamai, the relationship is more indirect; 
the sequence of words does not correspond to the sequence in which the 
actions must be performed. For example, in response to the sentence 
WATER BASKET FETCH Akeakamai must first swim to the basket, re- 
trieve it, and then carry it to the stream of water. Akeakamai’s WATER 
BASKET FETCH is thus semantically equivalent to Phoenix’s BASKET 
FETCH WATER, and requires the same sequerlce of responses as exercised 
by Phoenix. Eventually, it will be important to determine how the mapping 
of instruction onto action takes place cognitively for each dolphin, 

For most of the 3-word FETCH or IN sentences, the direct and indirect 
object represent different object classes, e.g., a ball is fetched to a hoop. 
Hcjwever, the rules allow for an object to be fetched to another of the same 
cla’% as long as there are two exemplars present. Thus the sentence FRIS- 
ME FETCH FRISBEE (“Take one frisbee to another frisbee”) is legitimate, 
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Modifiers may be used in 4- and 5-word FETCH sentences to specify a 
particular exemplar. The modifier always refers to the object name it pre- 
cedes. Thus, for Phoenix, BOTTOM HOOP FETCH PIPE instructs her co go tO 
the hoop that is on the bottom of the tank (and, by implication, not the one 
that is at the surface) and take it to a pipe (any pipe present in the tank, 
either floating or on the bottom). In contrast, HOOP FETCH BOTTOM 

instructs Phoenix to take any hoop (either a floating hoop or on: lying 
at the bottom) and transport it to the pipe at the bottom (and, by implication, 
not the one at the surface). 

For the gestural language, the 4-word sentence WATER RIGHT BALL 
FETCH instructs Akeakamai to go to the ball to her right (and not the one 
to her left) and take it to the water streaming from the suspended hose. In 
contrast, RIGHT WATER BALL FETCH instructs Akeakamai to go to any 
ball and take it to the stream of water to her right (and not the stream to her 
left). Figure 6 illustrates Akeakamai responding to the 4-word sentence 
SURFBOARD RIGHT FRISBEE FETCH. The syntactic rules for 4-word 
or longer IN sentences parallel those described for FETCH sentences. 

Figure 6. Example of Akeakamai responding to the I-word sentence SURFBOARD 
RIGHT FRISBEE FETCH (“go to the frisbee to your right and take it to 
the surfboard”). (a) gesture for SURFBOARD being given-immediately 
to Akeakamai’s left is the LEFT HOOP with SURFBOARD and LEFT 
BASKET visible in bottom left corner of photo. To Akeakamai’s right can 
be seen the RIGHT FRISBEE and the RIGHT BASKET; (6) gesture for 
RIGHT being given-Akeakamai is leaning right; (c) gesture for FRISBEE 
being given-Akeakamai moving toward RIGHT FRi’SBEE; (d) gesture 
for FETCH given-Akeakamai already at the frisbee to her right and begin- 
ning to transport it; (e)-(f) Akeakamai carries frisbee on her rostrum back 
to her left to surfboard mad touches it to surfboard, successfully carrying 
out instruction-LEFT FRISBEE visible next to LEFT BASKET. Entire se- 
quence was approximately 12 seconds in duration. Timing was as in Fig. 5. 
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Many S-word sentences have been given to Phoenix, but only a few probes 
have been given to Akeakamai thus far. All !&word sentences in Phoenix’s 
ialguage are semantically reversible since they involve transportable direct 
objects and indirect objects. FOI example, BOTTOM FRISBEE FETCH 
SURFACE HOOP and SURFACE HOOP FETCH DOTTOM FRISBEE 
in6truct, respectively, “Go to the frisbee at the bottom of the tank and take 
it to the hoop at the surface,” and “Go to the hoop at the surface and take 
it to the frisbee at the bottom.” Such sentences are given with both bottom 
(i.e., sunken) and surface (i.e., floating) exemplars of the named objects in 
the tank and, generally, with one or more other surface and bottom object 
pairs present as well. Note that there are several variations to the semantically 
reversible 5-word sentence. Thus, in addition to the two examples iust given, 
two other sentences involving the same five words can be constructed, each 
with a unique semantic interpretation: BOTTOM HOOP FETCH SUR- 
FACE FRISBEE and SURFACE FRISBEE FETCH BOTTOM HOOP. 
Also, a change of a single modifier or a single object name creates many 
more sentences which are semantically related to the previous faur but are 
still unique, e.g., BOTTOM FRISBEE FETCH BOTTOM HOOP, BOT- 
TOM FRISBEE FETCH SURFACE FRISBEE, or BOTTOM PIPE 
FETCH SURFACE HOOP. Figure 7 illustrates Phoenix responding to the 
S-word semantically reversible sentences SURFACE HOOP FETCH BOT- 
TOM BASKET vwws BOTTOM BASKET FETCI.: SURF-ACE HOOP, 

General procedure 

The dolphins were t;.ained twice daily, five to six days per week. Each training 
session was from two to three hours in length. .A11 of Phoenix’s sessions were 
devoted to comprehension training, but, beginning on 15 October 1979 and 
continuing for approximately one year thereafter, Akeakamai’s sessions were 
divided equally between comprehension training and vocal mimicry training. 
The results for mimicry training are reported elsewhere (Richards ef al., 
1984). At each training session a keyboard operator located in a tower above 

Figure 7. Example of Phoenix responding to semantically reversible J-word sentences. 
Top: The sentence is SURFACE HOOP FETCH ROTTOM BASKET 
(“Go to the hoop at the surface and take it to the basket at the bottom”). 
(a) Phoenix arrives at the surface hoop which floats vertically, and begins 
to push it down toward the tank bottom--BOTI’OM FRISBEE visible in 
background beneath WINDOW; (/‘) Phoenix begins to transport hoop 
along bottom, pushing with the top of her head; (c)-(d) BOTTOM HOOP 
and SURFACE BASKET visible-Phoenix passes above BOTTOM 
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the tank operated the ASCII keyboard aTd additionally directed each dol- 
phin’s tankside trainer. An assistant (‘recorder’) in the tower maintained 8 
log of instructions given the dolphins and of the dolphins’ responses. Sessions 
were begun by calling each dolphin to its station by playing its name through 
the underwater speaker. Station locations were identified by the presence of 
a trainer at tank&de. Station locations and trainers were generally changed 
from session to session. 

During each session one dolphin was tested in ‘formal’ blocks of trials 
while the second was simultaneously given ‘local’ trials. Formal and local 
blocks of trials were alternated between dolphins within a session. During 
formal training multiple sentences were given to practice old words or con- 
cepts, to train new words or concepts, or to test for comprehension. Thes;e 
formal trials were under the continuous supervision and control of the 
keyboard operator. Local trir& were conducted by the tsnkside trainer and 
consisted of activities such as ‘play,’ e.g., playing ‘catch’ with the dolphin 
using a ball; the giving of simple action commands that were not part of the 
formal language, e.g., giving gestures for leaping or slapping the tail flukes 
on the water; or, for Akeakamai, giving practice ia some gesturally-controlled 
behaviors that were part of the formal language, $as instructed in advance by 
the keyboard operator. Additionally, several new behaviors were trained 
during local trials, e.g., spitting at objects, an action which was later named 
SPIT and incorporated into the language. Local trials were always charac- 
terized by a great deal of social interaction between trainer and dolphin. 

Prior to each block of formal trials., dolphin-transportable objects were 
placed in the tank. In the early phases of training, objects were tethered on 
strings adjacent to the dolphin, the number of objects was generally limited 
to two, and the objects were removed after each response and repositioned 
before the next instruction was given. As the competency of the dolphins 
improved, the number of objects available on a given presentation was in- 
creased, the objects were allowed to drift freely about the tank with only 
minor repositioning to separate objects that had drifted together, or that had 
drifted too far, or into inaccessible nooks, and the objects were no longer 
removed after each in.struction. The particular objects used during a block of 
formal trials depended on whether any special training was in effect, and: 
whether any modifiers were to be used. The selection of objects was changed: 
during a block if training circumstances dictated a change, but after the initial. 
training phase was completed (approximately nine months after language 
instruction began) there was almost always an exemplar of each named object. 
in the. tank throughout all trials. Objects to be described by modifiers 
(~GIIT/LEE;T or SIJRFACEYBO’ITOM) were represented by pairs of ob- 
jects of the same name, positioned so that the modifier descriptions were 
appropriate. 
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To give a formal instruction to Phoenix, the keyboard operator called 
Phoenix to her station by playing her computer-generated acoustic name. 
‘The operator then loaded a sentence into the computer via the keyboard and, 
when Phoenix was in a neutral listening position, with head underwater, Q 
initiated presentation of the sentence by pressing the space bar on the 
keyboard. All sentences began with Phoenix’s name as agent; the successive 
words of the acoustic instruction (modifiers, objects, actions) were then 
broadcast, separated from one another by the pre-selected 250 miflisecond 
intergal (or occasionally 500 millisecond intervals if training circumstances 
dictated a slower presentation rate). In order to control for unintentional 
cueing, the tankside trainer for Phoenix was not told the acoustic sentence 
given to Phoenix and was informed after Phoenix’s response whether or not 
she was correct. 

During forma1 training for Akeakamai, the keyboard operator called 
Akeakamai to station by her computer-generated acoustic name, directed the 
tankside trainer to don a pair of opaque goggles as a guard against visual 
cueing, then vocally informed the trainer of the next sentence to be given. 
Akeakamai’s acoustic name was repeated, and when Akeakamai was 
stationed with head out of water, looking at the tankside trainer, the operator 
called out “Ready”, directing the tankside trainer to begin the gestural sen- 
tence. As with Phoenix, the tankside trainer was informed of the outcome of 
Akeakamai’s response after each trial was completed and at that time re- 
moved the goggles. 

Whenever a dolphin responded correctly to an instruction, as judged by 
the keyboard operator (or by the ‘blind observer’ as described later), hc: or 
she entered and executed the acoustic sentences YES (PHOENIX or 
AKEAKAMAI) FISH and informed the tankside trainer that the response 
was correct:. The tankside trainer then clapped his/her hands silently as a 
gestural conditioned-reinforcer signal, petted the dolphin upon its retuxi to 
station, and fed it a fish. If the dolphin’s response was incorrect, its acoustic 
name (or occasionally, NO) was played as a ‘recall to station’ and the tankside 
trainer made no response. 

These procedures were modified slightly during comprf hension testing 
using a blind-observer technique. In this technique, responses were judged 
by an observer having no prior knowledge of the sentences to be given. The 
observer, positioned on the tower overlooking the tank (see Fig. I), was any 
one of the authors. All were familiar with the languages and with the forms 
of the responses of the dolphins to the various action words. When judging 
Phoenix’s responses, the observer wore a headset into which white noise was 
inserted binaurally. This precluded any possibility of the observer hearing the 
acoustic signals, as was verified by all observers. When judging Akeakamai’s 
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responses, the observer was positioned with his bath toward the tank in such 
a manner that he could see neither Akeakamai noi her trainer. When the 
tankside trainer completed the gestural sentence, the supervisor called out 
“Now” and the observer swiftly turned around to watch Akeakamai’s re- 
sponse. For both the acoustic and the gestural case, the observer watched the 
dolphin’s response and called out the sentence that represented the observed 
behavior. An unclear response or an ambiguous object choice was indicated 
by calling out the letter “M” in the position of the missing semantic element 
or elements. The dolphin’s response was scored as correct only if the sentence 
named by the observer agreed wholly with the sentence actually given. 

Additional controls during blind-observer procedures were that the 
tankside trainer interacting with Phoenix (acoustic language), or other 
tankside personnel acting as PERSON, had no advance knowledge of the 
instruction given Phoenix and were also uninformed about the nature of any 
error made. The trainer gesturing to Akeakamai necessarily had to be in- 
formed of the sentence to be given. To avoid cueing the observer, the super- 
visor transmitted the instruction to the trainer by gestures which could not 
be seen by the observer. Prior to transmitting the instruction to Akeakamai 
the tankside trainer put on his/her opaque goggles and was consequently 
unaware of the responses being made by the dolphin or of the changes in 
locations of floating objects. An independent record of all the sentences 
given and of the sentences named by the blind observer was kept by the 
recorder located in the tower together with the keyboard operator. Addition- 
ally, a videotape record was made of all sessions using a blind observer to 
provide a permanent historical record and to allow for the later detailed study 
of responses. 

Training goak and general techniques 

The dolphin training program involved a progression in which successively 
longer sentences and new syntactic forms were introduced as proficiency with 
shorter sentences or earlier syntactic forms developed. New vocabulary items 
and new semantic entities were introduced as necessary ta accomplish this 
progression. 

The initial training of Phoenix arrd Akeakamai for sentence coUnprehension 
generally followed the procedures developed earlier for the dolphin Kea by 
Herman (1980). The czarly goals were (a) to establish an acoustic conditioned- 
reinforcer sound (“YES”) to be used in common with both dolphins, (b) to 
establish a uniq~ acoustic name for each dolphin, and (c) to establish a small 
lexicon of object and action words that could be combined into a number of 
different Z-word Object + Action sentences. 
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After these training goals were achieved successfully, additional training 
efforts were directed toward some enlargement of each dolphin’s vocabulary, 
with a consequent increase in the number of 2-word sentences that could be 
generated in the languages. Of more general importance, however, were the 
later efforts directed toward the expansion of the semantic and syntactic 
categories and toward increases in the complexity of the syntactic structure. 
Together, these efforts allowed for the creation of new types of sentences 
and of sentences of increased length and complexity. 

The training methods used were selected to suit the particular goals aud 
were modified as necessary depending on training outcomes. We have no 
way to judge whether the training methods were efficient since that would 
require extensive study of the effects of a variety of techniques on a large 
number of dolphins. The technique< used have been shown to be successful 
and efficient in training dolphins for other types of complex learning tasks, 
such as discrimination learning sets (Herman and Arbeit, 1973) or generalized 
delayed match-to-sample (Herman and Gordon, 1974). Generally, the 
techniques employed some type of auditory, visual, temporal, spz.tial., or 
context cue to prompt a correct response. Once the response stabilized under 
cueing, the cue was omitted on an increasing proportion of trials and finally 
deleted altogether. Context cues principally involved the use of blocks of 
trials of a fixed type to stabilize responding under a constant condition with 
conditions changed only when a performance criterion was me:. Blocking of 
trials was used irregularly throughout the language training. Generally, the 
amount of cueing of any type required to teach a new object name decreased 
as the project progressed. In later training it was sometimes sufficient to pair 
a new signal (sound or gesture, as appropriate for the dolphin) with an UZF 
named object for the dolphin to associate the two immediately. Successful 
association was indicated by the dolphin continuing to respond appropriately 
to the previously unnamed object in the presence of the new signal and c,f 
other objects, during regular formal sessions having a variety of sentences. 

Additional conventional training techniques were used. Shaping, rhe rein- 
forcement of successively closer approximations to the desired response, was 
used extensively for the training of actions (e.g., see Herman, 1930). For 
improving Phoenix’s performance on 4- and S-word sentences. sentences were 
stepped through one word at a time; a succeeding word appeared only if the 
response to the prior word was correct, This technique gave immediate fe.ed- 
back to Phoenix if an error was made at any step, since the sentence was 
interrupted at the point of the error by the playing of her name. Phoenix then 
returned to her station. Application of the stepping technique was temportilry 
and quickly led to improved performance on unstepped (continuaus) sen- 
tences. 
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Perhaps the most import ant facet of our training procedures ~‘8s the expan- 
sion of the generality of existing words or sentences beyond tthe restricted 
context in which they were first taught. The intent was to teach the dolphin 
that a concept had meaning in a wide variety of situations, and could be 
applied in completely novel situations as well. To this end we varied the 
context in which the instructions were given, and made the course of the 
training sessions unpredict,ab!e to the dolphins in the following ways: 

(1) Except for the speci;d training conditions in which blocks of trials of a 
particular sentence type were given, most of the training was characterized 
by the presentation of semences in quasi-random order. This insured that it 
was not possible for the dolphins to predict the next sentence to be given 
during a training session a:ld guarded against the formation of response ex- 
pectations or biases. 

(2) Where possible, mul:iple exemplars of objects were used, e.g., presen- 
tation of different balls, hoops, and persons allowed for the generalizations 
of a word from a specific exemplar to an object class. 

(3) The location in the lank of dolphin-transportable objects was va&d, 
at first according to a predetermined schedule and, later, by allowing them 
to drift freely about the tank or to remain wherever the dolphins left them 
after responding to them. Exceptions occurreid during special object discrimi- 
nation training sessions in which distance cues were used to guide response 
to particular objects. As training proceeded, searching behavior was explicitly 
encouraged by the placement of objects in distant locations or in ‘hidden’ 
locations (generally, on the side of the fence opposite to that of the dolphin; 
see Pig. 1). ‘Displacement’ training (see later) in which objects were not 
placed in the tank until after a sentence had been given was particularly 
useful in encouraging search. behavior. 

(4) The location of trainer-transportable objects (SPEAKER, WATER, 
PERSON) was changed frequently. 

(5) The station locations of the dolphins were f:hanged over sessions and 
occasionally during sessions, such that even fixed tank locations such as 
GATE did not always occur in the same position relative to the dolphin. 
Early problems in training demonstrated clearly that the dolphins were likely 
to encode objects, even floating ones, by their, spatial locations unless 
explicitly trained otherwise. 

(6) Emphasis was given to recombinations. Not only were words chosen 
to be recombinable meaningfully with a large number of other words, but in 
order to encourage the conceptual generalization of actions, we allowed the 
dolphins to change their response topographies in response to new objects or 
new situations. 
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(7) For both dolphins, the use of many different people as tankside trainers 
neralization over trainers. Also, for Akeakamai, the variability 

in the signs across trainers appeared to promote her identification, for each 
sign, of the key components that were used in common by all trainers. As 
was noted earlier, Akeakamai will at present respond appropriately to novice 
trainers who have received only a few minute’s tutelage in signing. Also, in 
many cases she will respond correctly even if the trainer.stands a meter or so 
back from the tank or turns sideways while signing. 

This section reviews the methods used for testing comprehension and pro- 
vides data on the responses of the dolphins to (a) lexically novel sentences; 
(6) novel syntactic forms (structural novelty); (c) semantically reversible sen- 
tences; and (d) the entire corpus of sentences that could be generated in the 
acoustic language (Phoenix) or a sample of 66% of the sentences that could 
be generated in the gestural language (Akeakamai). The responses under 
Item d were collected under procedures termed ‘calibration’ tests. Also pro- 
vided are recent results with the dolphin Akeakamai comparing her responses 
to sentences using the relational words FETCH and IN. A further section 
gives examples of the generalization of responses to objects and to actions, 
the generalization of context, some results of ‘displacement’ tests, and results 
of tests of the dolphins’ ability to report that a named object is not present 
in the tank. A final section reports on results of preliminary tests of Phoenix’s 
ability to understand conjoined sentences and of tests of Akeakamai’s re- 
sponses to a particular type of anomalous sentence. 

Generally, the performance levels attained on the various comprehension 
tests were evaluated for significance using the summed binomial distribution 

function, 
t 

,C@(l - p)” - k, where n is the number of sentences given of a 

particulark&tactic form, k’ is the number of those sentences responded to 
wholly correctly, and p is the probabilitv of a correct response by chance to 
a sentence of that syntactic form. The v.alues for p were derived from the 
finite-state (‘syntactic-form’) model described in the Appendix, one of several 
models discussed for evaluating chance probabilities in responding to a sen- 
tence. Table AI of the Appendix shows that the probability of a correct 
response to a sentence by chance alone was less than 0.04 for any of Phoenix’s 
sentences and less than 0.02 for any of Akeakamai’s. 
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Comprehension of novel sentences (lexicd novelty) 

A Iexically novel sentence occurs when a new word, or a new combinatk> 
of words, is inserted into one of the familiar sentence forms. Once that 
sentence has been given, it is classified thereafter as ‘familiar’. Presentations 
of lexically novel sentences were categorized as Class A, B, or C, represent- 
ing, in that order, high to lower levels of experimental control for the 
presence of nonlinguistic cues. Together, the three classes include all of the 
novel sentences tested throughout ahe period of the project covered by this 
report. 

Class A presentations were preplanned and were tested within a set of 
strict procedures for the control of nonlinguistic cues and observer bias. The 
novel sentence to be tested was inserted into a predetermined list of 30 to 40 
familiar sentences and the entire list was then given during a single testing 
session. The familiar sentences were selected quasi-randomly from the entire 
set of familiar sentences, under the constraint that all or most of the familiar 
syntactic forms be represented and that no sentence be repeated. The novel 
sentence was inserted into the list of familiar sentences such that no word 
used in the novel sentence appeared in the preceding five sentences. Gener- 
ally, only one novel sentence, at most two, was tested during a session. 
During the calibration tests (see later) a slightly different set of rules was 
used for embedding novel sentences within a set of familiar sentences. 

During Class A testing procedures, all of the objects that had names in the 
vocabulary of the dolphin were present in the tank. Floating objects were 
allowed to drift about the tank throughout tble session and were repositioned 
only if they became located in inaccessible places or drifted very close to- 
gether. The responses of the dolphins to both familiar and novel sentences 
were judged by the blind-observer technique described earlier. 

Class B presentations were unplanned--given ‘accidentally’ during the 
course of the standard training format described earlier in the procedure 
section. There was no blind observer and no videotape record. The early 
standard training procedures allowed the keyboard operator to generate sen- 
tences ad lib, using his/her knowledge of the existing vocabulary and grammar 
and the particular training goals in effect at the time. During the course of 
such training, novel sentences might be given, but without awareness by the 
keyboard operator or tankside trainer that they were novel. Class B presen- 
tations, though unplanned, are useful for assessing comprehension because 
they were given without the presence of context cues that might guide the 
dolphin’s response and without awareness by the keyboard operator that the 
sentences were novel. Generally, during these standard training procedures 
all of the objects named in the language were in the tank and available to 
the dolphin for response. 
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Class C presentations had moderate to extensive nonlinguistic cues availa- 
ble for guiding responses. Novel sentences of this class were given during the 

s of the language training program to extend the generality of 
some of the words or concepts beicn taught. During these early stages new 
words or new sentences were often p,l:esented in a context that might predis- 
pose responses of one type or another, including, in the beginning, actual 
shaping of responses. In somewhat later stages of training the number of 
alternative objects available for response was small, or the elements compos- 
ing the new sentence received special emphasis during immediately preceding 
trials. Class C presentations are thus not useful for judging competency in 
understanding novel sentences but are noted here for completeness. Al- 
together, 191 sentences were presented under Class C conditions to Phoenix, 
and 143 to Akeakamai. 

The results of Class A and of Class B novel sentence testing are shown in 
Table 3 (Phoenix) and Table 4 (Akeakamai). For each sentence type listed, 
the tables show the total number of novel sentences tested under Class A and 
B conditions (‘Total novel sentences’). The succeeding columns show the 
number of sentences in which any error was made (‘Sentence errors’), t.he 
percentage of sentences having wholly correct responses, and the number of 
errors on the individual semantic elements of the sentences not responded to 
wholly correctly. The final column gives the number of sentences on which 
errors occurred to two or more semantic elements. The result,s for Class A 
are of greatest relevance to the question of sentence understanding because 
of the strict controls applied and because all syntactic types were testled. 
Also, the sample size is relatively large as compared with Class B. The per- 
centage of wholly correct responses to Class A novel sentences ranged from 
57% to 69% for Phoenix, except for the unusally high performance level of 
92% correct on the Modifier + Direct Object + Action sentences. However, 
the sample size is the smallest for this category. Akeakarnai’s performance 
level on her Class A sentences ranged from 50% to 77% correct. Using the 
conservative ‘syntactic form’ probability model discussed in the Appendix 
and applying the cumulative binomial distribution to test for departure from 
chance expectations, it was found that for each dolphin and for each syntactic 
category, the number of novel sentences responded to wholly correctly 
greatly exceeded chance expectations (p < O.ooOl). The binomial test was 
also applied to the data for the Class B novel sentences. Again, all of the 
obtained numbers of wholly correct responses greatly exceeded chance expec- 

tations 0, < 0.0001). 
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Table 3. Red& of novei sentence presentatims: Phoenix 
-_ 

Category A: Blind observer present, no context constraints 
- 

---_- 

Sentence type Total novel Sentence Percent 
sentences errors correct 

DO+A 19 6 68.4 
M+DO+A 12 1 91.7 
DO+A+IO 32 10 68.8 
DO+A+M+IO 28 10 64.3 
M+DO+A+IO 42 14 66.7 
M+DO+A+M+IO 28 12 57.1 

Element error’ Mult. 
--- errore 

M DO A M IO 
-- -_. 

51-w 0 
001--o 

30- 70 
1 1 !G 5 5 

6 5 3- 7 4 
2 2 1 8 5 6 

All 161 53 67.1 9.8 9.9 4.3 30.4 18.5 15 

Category B: Bliid observer absent, no context constraints 

DO+A 27 6 77.8 - 4 3 - - I 
M+DO+A 4 0 loo.0 0 0 0 - - 0 
DO+A+IO lb 11 31.3 - 6 6 - 10 8 
DO+A+M+!O 0 0 - _ _ _ _ _ _ 
M+DO+A+IO 6 3 50.0 1 0 1 - 3 I 
M+DO+A+M+IO 6 3 50.0 2 0 0 2 0 1 

-._II_ 

All 59 23 61.0 18.8 17.0 17.0 33.3 46.4 11 

Note. M = Modifier; DO = Direct Object; A = Action (non-FETCH); A = FETCH action; 10 - Indirect Qb- 
ject. 

Wumber of errors in each semantic category except for ‘All’ which gives the percentage of errors calculated 
by dividing the total of errors in that category by the number of sentences containing that category and 
multiplying by 100. 

“Indicates the number of sentences on which errors occurred to more than one semantic element. 

Considering the Class A data on individual elements (‘element error’), 
both dolphins performed admirably in selecting the specified direct object 
(better than 90% correct selections) and the specified action (better than 
95% correct selections). Indirect objects were more difficult for both dol- 
phins. Phoetiw responded correctly to slightly more than 81% of the specified 
indirect objects 3nd Akeakamai to slightly more than 70%. Akeakamai’s 
grammar, in which the indirect object precedes the direct object, likely places 
a substantial burden on her short-term memory and on her ability to allocate 
her attention effectively. That is, while selecting and manipulating the 
specified direct object she must continue to remember and search for the 

. 
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Table 4. Results of novel sentence presentations: Akeakamai 
-_-_ _~ _~__~~ __.. ----- 

Catqory A: Blind observer present, no context constraints 
-- 

- 

-- - 

Sentence type 

-._.- ._. ._ ̂ ___ _.‘. -.-.__ 

+A 
M-+‘DO+A 

lo+DO+A 
M+IO*DO+i4 
fO+McDO cA 

Total novel Sentence Percent Element error’ Mult. 
sentences CllOlS correct ---- -- errorb 

M DO A M IO 
-_ i -.._.. ------.---_--_ -- -- 

IQ 3 70.0 - 30 -- 0 
48 13 72.9 11 4 4 - - 4 
24 12 50.0 - 1 0 - 11 0 
31 7 77.4 - 1 2 5 6 2 
40 18 55.0 14 2 1 - 11 4 

All 153 53 65.4 28.4 7.2 4.6 16.1 29.5 10 

Category B: Blind observer absent, no context constraints 

DO+A 20 4 80.0 - 4 0 - - 0 
M+DO+A 6 1 83.3 110 -- 1 
lO+DC+A 34 13 61.8 - ‘5 1 - 11 3 
M+fO+DO+A 0 0 _ _----- 
IO+M+DO+A 0 9 _ ___--_ 
__ - 

All 60 18 70.0 16.7 16.7 1.7 - 32.4 4 

Note. M = Modifier; DO = Direct Object; A = Action (non-FETCH); A = FETCH action; IO = Indirect Ob- 
ject. 

‘Number of errors in each semantic category except for ‘All’ which gives the percentage of errors calculated 
by dividing the total of errors in that category by the number of sentences containing that category and 
multiplying by 100. 

bIndicatcs the number of sentences on which errors occurred to more than one semantic element. 

indirect object that had been specified earlier. Some evidence that an atten- 
tion/memory problem may be involved in Akeakamai’s lowered performance 
level on indirect objects is found in her improved performance with this 
syntactic element when it is modified. For the Class A novel sentences of 
Table 4, the error rate to modified indirect objects, in the sentence form Mod- 
ifier + Indirect Object + Direct Object + FETCH was only 19.4%. In 
contrast, the error rate to indirect objects was 27.5% in the unmodified form 
Indirect Object + Modifier + Direct Object -t FETCH and 45.8% in the 
unmodified form Indirect Object + Direct Object + FETCH. Apparently, 
the modifier (RIGHT or LEFT) helped to resolve some of the uncertainty 
about location of the indirect object, either by restricting the search area or 
by serving as a spatial mnemonic code. Either interpretation is strengthened 
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by the finding seen in Table 4 that modifying the indirect object helped more 
than modifying the direct object. The direct object is responded to first and 
hence need not be held in short-term memory while performing a response 
to another object. 

For Phoenix, in which the grammar was straightforwardly left to right, the 
sentence may be executed in part while it is still unfolding. That is, on hearing 
the direct object Phoenix can begin to orient toward it immediately. She may 
occasionally arrive at or near the direct object before the indirect object 
name has been completed. Hence, her memory demands would appear to be 
less and there would be less of a need to partition her attentional resources 
between direct and indirect objects. In keeping with this view, the data in 
Table 3 show that, unlike the case for Akeakamai, the error rate with mod- 
ified and unmodified indirect objects was virtually the same. Also, there was 
no facilitation of Phoemix’s performance on either type of 4-word FETCH 
sentence relative to performance with the 3-word FETfZH sentence. 

Error rates on the modifier elements themselves were relatively high for 
both dolphins. For Phoenix, on Class A presentations, there was 10% error 
on modifiers of direct objects and 30% error on modifie,rs of indirect objects. 
The corresponding error rates for Akeakamai were 28% and I6%. Hence 
both dolphins performed better on modifiers that occur earlier in the sentence 
(the modifier of direct object for Phoenix and the modifier of indirect object 
for Akeakamai). To some degree, the high error rate on modifiers of indirect 
objects for Phoenix may have offset any gain obtained from the resolution 
of spatial uncertainty provided by these modifiers. The modifier elements 
were the most recently taught semantic element for both dolphins and this 
may partly explain the relatively low performance levels with this semantic 
element. Nevertheless, the performance levels were lb11 significantly above 
chance levels by the summed binomial distribution test @ < 0.003). For these 
tests, the probability of responding correctly to a modifier element by chance 
was set at 0.50 (it could actually be less if it is assumed that the dolphins can 
ignore the modifier element entirely by selecting an unmodified object). 

There were very few occasions when either dolphin made a completely 
inappropriate (irrelevant) response to a novel sentence. In particular, in only 
15 (9.3%) of the 161 Class A novel sentences given Phoenix, and ten (6.5%) 
of the 153 Class A novel sentences given Akeakamai, was an error made on 
more than one semantic element. This indicates that even for those sentences 
listed as errors in Tables 3 and 4, a good deal of correct syntactic, semantic 
and lexical processing was occurring. 
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Cumprehension of novel syntactic forms (structural novelty) 

Both dolphins were given new syntactic forms of 4-word sentences without 
specific training. Phoenix had received specific training in the syntactic form 
Modifier + Direct Object + FETCH + Indirect Object at a relatively early 
stage of her language program. However, she was later given the form Direct 
Object + FETCH + Modifier + Indirect Object without specific training. 
She responded wholly correctly to her first sentence of this type, FRISBEE 
FETCH BQT‘TQM HC9OP, given as a Class A novel sentence, and thereafter 
to 17 (63.0%) of 27 additional sentences of this type given in the Class A 
format at irregular intervals over a several month period (Table 3). 
Akeakamai showed a similar ability to generalize her responses to a new 
syritactic form. Both types of 4-word sentence-Modifier -t- Indirect Object 
+ Direct Object + FETCH and Indirect Object + Modifier + Direct Object 
t FETCH-were given without any specific training. She responded cor- 
rzctly to her first 4-word sentence involving a modified indirect object 
(RIGHT WATER BASKET FETCH) and to 23 (76.7%) of 30 additional 
sentences of this type given in the Class A format over a subsequent four- 
month interval (Table 4). She also responded correctly to her first 4-word 
sentence using a modified direct object (PERSON LEFT FRISBEE FETCH) 
and to 21 (53.8%) of an additional 39 sentences of this type given in the Class 
A format, mainly over the subsequent four-month period (Table 4). We 
noted previously that modifying the indirect object was more helpful than 
modifying the dir act object. The stated performance levels all greatly ex- 
ceeded chance expectations (p < 0.0001). 

Semantically reversible sentewes 

Table 5, derived from a subset of the data used to generate Tables 3 and 4, 
summarizes performance of the dolphins on semantically reversible novel 
sentences, using pooled Class A and B testing data. Phoenix was given 85 3-, 
4- and S-word semantically reversible FETCH sentences and Akeakamai 48 
novel 3- and 4-word semantically reversible FETCH sentences. Akeakamai 
began her FETCH training later than Phoenix and except for two 5-word 
probes given in a training context (and not performed correctly) has not yet: 
been formally tested with .C-word FETCH sentences. 

Overall, Phoenix’s responses to her semantically reversible sentences were 
65.9% correct and Akeakdmai’s were 54.2% correct. These levels are close 
to the overall performance level on all novel FETCH sentences, reversible 
plus nonreversible-&l.l% for Phoenix (Table 3) and 61.2% for Akeakamai 
(Table 4), for Classes A and B combined. The lowest performance level in 1 
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Table 5. Results of novel sentence resdng: Sefmanrically reversible sentences: Phoenix 
and Akeakanrai 

Phoenix 

Sentence type Total novel Sentence Percent Element errors’ Mult. Rev. 

senknces errors correct -____ errorh errof 
M DO A M IO 

DO+A+IO 11 3 72.7 - 1 0 - 2 0 0 

DO+A+M+iO 28 10 64.3 - 1 1 9 5 5 0 

M+DO+A+IO 18 5 72.2 2 2 1 - 2 0 0 

M+DO+A+M+IO 28 11 60.7 2207 80 I 

Au 85 29 65.9 8.7 7.1 2.4 28.6 20.0 5 1 

Akeakamai 

IO+DO+A ;‘I 6 25.0 - 0 0 - 6 0 0 

M+IOi-DO+A a.1 6 70.0 - 1 2 4 6 4 0 

IO+M +DO+A 2(‘l 10 50.0 7 1 0 - 6 0 0 
-. ---_-- _.__ --__ll_l~~l. --._--.--__ ..- __.^ 

All 48 22 54.2 35.0 4.2 4.2 20.0 37.5 4 0 

Note. M := Modifier; DO = Direct Object; A = FETCH action; IO = Indirect Object. 
‘Number of errors in each semantic category except for ‘All’ which gives the percentage of errors calculated 

by dividing the total of error? in that category by the number of sentences containing that category and multi- 
plying by 100. 

“Indicates the number of sentences on which errors occurred to more than one semantic element. 
qndicates the number of sentences on which there was a reversal of response to the specified direct and in- 

direct objects, such that the indirect object was transported to the direct object. 

Table 5 was that for Akeakamai on her 3-word semantically reversible sen- 
te,nces. Although she was wholly correct on only two of the eight sentences 
of this type given, the expelcted number correct by the cumulative binomial 
distribution function is less than 0.2 and the obtained significance level p is 
less than 0.008. All of the remaining performance levels in Table 5 greatly 
exceeded chance expectations (p < 0.0001). 

An important indicant of the dolphins* good level of understanding of the 
syntactic rules governing the assignment of direct object and indirect object 
within a semantically reversible sentence is the extremely low incidence of 
reversal error. A reversal error is taking the specified indirect object to the 
specified direct object. Table 5 shows only one such reversal for Phoenix in 
the total of 85 semantically reversible sentences given her and no reversal 
errors at all for Akeakamai throughout her total of 48 semantically reversible 
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sentences. For Phoenix, errors were mainly selection of the wrong modifier 
of indirect object or the wrong indirect object. For Akeakamai, errors were 
mainly selection of the wrong modifier of direct object or the wrong indirect 
object. If the dolphins had no syntactic knowledge, but perfect semantic 
knowledge, one would expect the reversal error rate to be close to 50%. That 
is, there would be an equal probability that the specified direct object would 
be taken to the specified indirect object (a correct response) or that the 
specified indirect object would be transported to the spt:cified direct object 
(a reversal error). The extreme rarity of reversal errors confirms the sensitiv- 
ity of the dolphins to the word-order rules of their respective languages. That 
Akeakamai’s performance on semantically reversible sentences was some- 
what lower than Phoenix’s most probably reflects the greater demands 
Akeakamai’s syntactic rule placed on memory for and at:tention to the indi- 
rect object, as was discussed earlier. Akeakamai’s per.formance on direct 
objects, 95.8% correct selections, slightly exceeded Phoenix’s level of 92.9%) 
but her level of 62.5% correct responses to indirect objects was substantially 
lower than the 80.0% level achieved by Phoenix. 

Performance on ‘calibration’ tests 

The dolphins’ comprehension of the entire corpus of sentences in their respec- 
tive languages was measured or estimated at various stages of their language 
training using procedures termed ‘calibration’ tests. The calibration proce- 
dure involved the generation of the set of all possible sentences or of a 
representative sample of these, the arrangement of the selectelf sentences in 
a predetermined pseudorandom order, and the testing of responses to the 
set. The first calibration test was given in the period August-September 1979 
when the total corpus consisted of 31 2-word Object + Action sentences for 
each dolphin. The overall pc:rformance results were 80.8% correct responses 
for Phoenix and 81.6% correct responses for Akeakamai. The second cali- 
bration was in October-Decl=mber, 1980, when the corpus was 204 sentences 
for Phoenix and 170 sentenk:es for Akeakamai. For Phoenix. the corpus in- 
cluded 67 2-word Object + liction sentences, 27 3-word sentepn:ec of the type 
Direct Object + FETCH + Indirect Object, 44 3-word sent’:nces of the type 
Modifier + Object + Action, 36 4-word sentences of t5.E: type Modifier + 
Direct Object + FETCH + Indirect Object, and 30 5word sentences of the 
type Modifier + Direct Object + FETCH + Modifier + Indirect Object. 
Phoenix responded wholly correctly to 78.9% of her 204 unique sentences, 
with each sentence tested at least twice. 

Akeakamai’s 170 sentences were limited to 64 2-word Object + Action 
sentences and 106 3-word sentences of the type Modifier + Object + Action. 
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At the time of this second calibration testing, Akeakamai had not yet been 
taught any sentence forms involving transporting one object to another. 
Akeakamai responded wholly correctly to 87.3% of her 170 sentences, with 
each unique sentence tested at least twice. 

The most recent calibration testing was in April of 1982. At that time, 
Phoenix’s corpus had grown to 368 sentences, including the new syntactic 
form Direct Object + FETCH + Modifier + Indirect Object. Akeakamai’s 
corpus had increased dramatically to 464 unique sentences, owing largely to 
the addition of 3- and 4-word FETCH sentences to her language. For both 
dolphins, the testing included both familiar and novel sentences. The results 
of this April 1982 calibration offer a good evaluation of overall proficiency 
in the languages and also allow for some comparisons of performance on 
novel 2zxi farnil& sentences, when both are tested in the same procedure. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to details of this most recent calibra- 
tion test. 

All of Phoenix’s 368 sentences were tested. Akeakamai’s testing included 
all uf her 2-word sentences, all of her 3-word modifier sentences, and all of 
her 3-word FETCH sentences. Most of her many 4-word sentences were 
novel. Accordingly, we selected for testing a representative sample of 35% 
(29) 4-word sentences of the type Modifier + Indirect Object + Direct Object 
+ FETCH and 28% (39) 4-word sentences of the type Indirect Object + 
Modifier + Direct Object + FETCH. Altogether, 308 (66.4%) of 
Akeakamai’s total of 464 sentences were tested. Of the 308,62 (20.1%) were 
novel sentences. Of Phoenix’s 368 sentences, 90 (24.5%) were novel. Hence, 
the percentage of novel sentences was roughly equated across the two dol- 
phins. 

Testing schedules consisted of blocks of 20 sentences presented in 
pseudorandom order and were generated in the following way: For each 
syntactic category, all of the sentences that were to be used throughout the 
testing were randomly ordered by a computer program. From each ran- 
domized list, sentences were selected in ihe order generated and in numbers 
that were representative of the relative frequency of occurrence of the syntac- 
tic category in our regular t ,,I- .ning ses&xBs. By this means, the calibration 
sessions, from the dolphins’ perspective, were indistinguishable from the nor- 
mal training sessions. The order of *’ xu*rence of the selected sentences 
within each 20-sentence block was random with the constraint that a given 
syntactic category could occur no more often than three times in a row. For 
both dolphins, the entire corpus of 2-word sentences, of which none was 
novel, was given more than once to d&j ease the density of longer sentences. 
Since both dolphins gener-lly responded to familiar l-word sentences at levels 
of 90% correct or better, a high proportion of 2-word sentence in the 20-sen- 
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tense blocks guarded against a high error rate at any session. During regular 
training sessions errors often resulted in negative emotional responses, which 
in turn might lead to further error that was not indicative of true capabihy. 
For both dolphins, all S-word and longer sentences that were selected were 
administered exactly once. For comparability with these longer sentences, 
only the data for the first presentation of each of the 2-v ord sentences is 
included in the results. 

Table 6. Results of April, 1982 calibration test: Phoenix 
_ 

Sentence type Sentence Unique Semence Percent Element erro? Mult. 
status sentences errors correct errorb 

M DO A M IO 
-- 

DO+Ac Familiar 
Novel 
Both 

M+DO+A Familiar 
Novel 
Both 

DO+A+IO Familiar 
Novel 
Both 

DO+AcM+IO Familiar 
Novel 
Both 

M+DQ+A+IO Familiar 
Novel 
Roth 

M + DO + A + M 9 IQ Familiar 
Novcl 
Both 

82 5 
0 - 

82 5 

45 4 
9 1 

54 5 

56 6 
4 1 

60 7 

4 0 
24 8 
28 8 

60 8 
28 6 
88 14 

31 6 
25 10 
56 16 

93.9 

93.9 

91.1 
88.9 
90.7 

89.3 
75.0 
88.3 

100.0 
66.7 
71.4 

86.7 
78.6 
84.1 

80.6 
60.0 
71.4 

3 

3 

3 
0 
3 

2 
1 
3 

0 
1 
1 

3 
4 
7 

0 
2 
2 

2 - 
- - 

2 - 

1 - 
1 - 
1 - 

1 - 
0 - 
1 - 

0 0 
1 8 
1 8 

2 - 
1 - 
3 - 

0 5 
1 8 
1 13 

- 

4 
0 
4 

0 
4 
4 

4 
1 
5 

1 
6 
7 

0 

0 

2 
0 
0 

1 
0 
1 

0 
4 
4 

2 
1 
3 

2 
7 
9 

All 

Ic_____-_-- 

Familiar 278 29 
Novel 90 26 
Both 368 55 

-- 

____ -.--___ __ 

89.6 6.E 4.0 3.2 4-r.: 6.0 7 
71.1 6.4 a.9 4.4 32.7 13.6 12 
85.1 6.6 5.2 2.4 25.0 8.6 19 

Note. M - Modifier; DO = Direct Object; A = Action (non-FETCH); A = FETCH action; IO = Indirect Ob- 
ject. 

‘Number of errors in each semantic category except for ‘All’ which gives the percentage of errors calculated 
by dividing the total of errors in that category by the number of sentences containing that category and muhi- 
ply@ by 100. 

r’Indicates the number of sentences on which errors occurred to more than one semantic element. 
‘Data are for the first occurrence of each unique 2-word sentence. A total of 303 2-word sentences were 

given over all replications yielding 93.7% correct responses. 
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Table 7. Reds of April, 2982 calibration test’ Akeakamai 
_ .-- ___I.-.- 

Sentence type Sentence Unique Sentence F'2iC8llt Element error’ Mult. 
status sentences errors orrcct erro$ 

M DO A M 10 
_-____ ---.---.. 

DO+A’ Familiar 
Novel 
Both 

M+DO+A Familiar 
Novel 
Both 

IO+DO+A Familiar 
Novel 
Both 

M+IO+DO+A Familiar 
Novel 
Both 

IO+M+DO+A Familiar 
Novel 
Both 

68 4 
0 - 

68 4 

111 4 
1 1 

112 5 

53 18 
7 6 

60 24 

s 0 
24 7 
29 (84) 7 

9 1 
30 :2 
39(140) 13 

94.1 - 

94.1 - 

%4 1 
0.0 0 

95.5 1 

66.0 - 
14.3 - 
60.0 - 

100.0 - 
70.8 - 
75.9 - 

88.9 1 
60.0 8 
46.7 9 

4 1 - 
- - - 

4 1 - 

1 1 - 
0 1 - 
1 2 - 

2 0 - 
0 0 - 
2 0 - 

00 0 
1 2 5 
1 2 5 

0 0 - 
2 I - 
z I - 

17 
6 

23 

0 
6 
6 

0 
7 
7 

I 

I 

0 
0 
0 

1 
0 
1 

0 
4 
4 

0 
3 
3 

Au Familiar 246 27 89.0 1.7 2.8 0.8 0.0 25.4 2 
Novel 62 26 58. I 25.8 4.8 6.5 20.8 31.1 f 
Both 308(464) 53 82.8 6.6 3.2 1.9 17.2 28.1 9 

Nore. M = Modifier; DO = Direct Object; A = Action (non-FETCH); A = FETCH action; 10 = Indirect Ob- 
j&;*= All sentences combined. Numbers in parentheses are the total unique sentences available and are 
given only for those cases in which less than the total was tested. 

Wumber of errors in each semantic catego?; except for ‘All’ which gives the percentage of errors calculated 
by dividing the total of errors in that category by the number of sentences containing that category and multi- 
plying by 108. 

“Indicates the namber of sentences on which errors occutred to more than one semantic element. 
‘Data wz for the first occurrence of each unique P-word sentence. A tatal of 136 t-word sentences were 

given over dll replications yielding 96.3% correct responses. 

Tables 6 and 7 summarize the results of the April 1982 calibration tests for 
Phoenix and Akeakamai, respectively. The tests were conducted over a 15- 
day period without interruption except for the weekly tank cleaning. From 
two to ‘four blocks of sentences were given each dolptrin daily. As was the 
case for Class A novel-sentence testing, all of the objects in a dolphin’s 
vocabulary were present in the tank when a sentence was given, the dolphin’s 
respones were judged by the blind-observer technique, and all responses 
were remrded on videotape. All of the other procedures for guarding against 
nonlinguistic cueing discussed under Class A novel-sentence testing were in 
effect during this calibration testing. 
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For each sentence length and type, Tables 6 and 7 show the number of 
different (‘unique*) syntactically and semantically correct sentence9 that cocld 
be generated within each language at the time of testing. For Phoenix (Table 
6) the total number of u;lique sentences actually given was equal to the 
number of unique sentences available. For Akeakamai (Table 7), as noted 
previously, not all possible sentences were given in each grammatical categ- 
ory. Shown in the tables are the number of sentences actually given, and the 
number of these that were familiar and the number that were novel. The 
successive columns then follow the same organization as did Tables 3 and 4. 

The summed binomial distribution and the probability values of the Ap. 
pendix were used to test whether the obtained numbers of correct responses 
significantly exceeded chance expectations, as in the previous cases described. 
For Phoenix, all values in Table 6 were highly significant (p < 0.0001). The 
same was true for Akeakamai (Table 7) with the exception that the one 
whollql correct response to the seven novel sentences in the syntactic category 
Indirest Object + Direct Object + FETCH was not a significant departure 
from chance (p > 0.0s). Five of the six errors in this category were with 
sentences of the type A + A + FETCH (e.g., BALL BALL FETCH), 
requiring the transport of one object to another of the same name, with no 
modifiers indicated. In all cases, Akeakamai took the named object to an 
object with a different name, i.e., she substituted another object for the 
specified indirect object. Importantly, Akeakamai had only one exposure to 
a sentence of this type before the calibration test (FRISBEE FRISBEE 
FETCH) to which she responded incorrectly. In general, although she did 
respond correctly during calibration to one instance of this sentence type, 

BARD SURFBOARD FETCH, Akeakamai appeared to treat the 
sentence form as an anomaly. Semantic substitutions were found ty be a 
common form of response to truly anomalous sentences by both Phoenix and 
Akeakamai (Herman et al., R&rence Note 1). Also, in Table 7, the result 
(an error) for the one novel sentence given in the category Ir,L!ffier + Di,rect 
Object + FETCH was, of course, not a significant departure from ch .ntze. 

The performance of both dolphins on whole sentences tended to decline 
slightly to moderately with increasing sentence complexity, reflecting the in- 
crease& opportunity for error on the increased number of semantic elements 
present; however, performance on given sentence elements tended to remain 
stable regardless of sentence length or type. Generally, as was the cw for 
the data on novel sentences in Tables 3 and 4, action errors were rare, direct 
object errors slightly less so. For Phoenix, the error rate for indirect objects 
(8.6%) was not much higher than the error rate for direct objects (5.2%). 
Phoenix’s only difficult category was the modifier of indirect object (25% 
error overall). Likewise, Akeakamai’s overall error rate on indirect objects 
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remained relatively high (28.1% error, cf. Table 4). Once clgain there W~Z 
very few multiple errors on sentences, indicating that although the response 
to a sentence may have been scored as incorrect, the response was in fact 
likely to have been largely correct. 

AS was the case in Table 4, which reported on the novel sentence testing 
of Akeakamai, there was a facilitative effect of modifiers in that Cword 
FETCH sentences were responded to more reliably than were 3-word 
FETCH sentences. When error rates on modifiers are compared strictly 
within 4-word sentence forms, once again error rates were lower for modifiers 
of indirect objects (17.2.% error) than ftlr modifiers of direct objects (23.1% 
error). It was suggested earlier that the modifier appears to aid in the location 
of objects and was most helpful if it located the indirect object. The modifier 
effect was not obvious, for Phoenix; facilitation can be seen in some compari- 
sons in Table 6 but not in other comparisons. Generally, as can be seen by 
comparing performance of the two dolphins on 3-word Modifier + Object + 
Action sentences, Phoenix was somewhat less reliable in her responses to 
modifiers than was Akeakamai. Hence the use of the modifier as an aid to 
location of objects wo’uld be less valuable for Phoenix than for Akeakamai. 

Tables 6 and 7 suggest a practice effect in that within each syntactic categ 
ory performance on f(amiliar sentences was consistently higher than was per- 
formance on novel sentences. However, none of the differences within a 
syntactic category reached significance for Phoenix (z-test, p > 0.0s). For 
Akeakamai, the percentage of correct responses obtained with familiar sen- 
tences of the form InNdirect Object + Direct Object + FETCH was signifi- 
cantly higher than the percentage obtained for novel sentences (z = 2.06, p 
c O.OS), but none of the remaining comparisons was significant. Overall, 
then, it cannot be concluded that within syntactic categories there was a 
significant enhancement of performance on familiar sentences relative to that 
obtained with novel sentences. For all syntactic categories combined, and for 
each dolphin, the percentage of correct responses to familiar sentences was 
significantly higher than the percentage of correct responses to novel sen- 
tences (z 3 4.09, p < 0.0001). However, the totals are biased since the 
various syntactic categories are not equally represented ‘across the familiar 
and novel sentences. The imbalance was due to the liniited availabi 
either familiar or novel sentences within a syntactic category at the time of 
testing. 

Table 8 summarizes the performance of the two dolph:ins on the subset of 
semantically reversible sentences given during the April 1982 calibration 
tests. The results for both familiar and novel sentences are shown. With the 
exception of the three cases in Table 8 in which the sample size was only one 
or two secltences, all of the obtained numbers of correct responses were 
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highly significant (p c 0.0001). For the three cases noted of extremely small 
numbers or sentences, the percentage of correct responses was nevertheless 
significant m two cases (p l : 0.001) and not significant, of course, for the 
remaining case in which both sentences given were responded to incorrectly. 

As was true for Tables 6 and 7, performance on novel sentences was 
consistently below that for familiar sentences, although compariso;rs remain 
restricted in some cases by the small sample size. The only significant eleva- 
tion of performance on familiar sentences relative to novel ones was for 
Phoenix,, for all sentences combined (z = 2.40, p < 0.05). Overall, the results 
demonstrate significant levels of proficiency, relative to chance levels, in the 
execution of the novel (and familiar) semantically reversible sentences. It is 
important to stress once again that reversal errors--reversing the roles of 
direct and indirect object during transport-were extremely rare: only one 
such error for Phoenix in the total of 130 semantically reversible sentences 
given her and none for Akeakamai over her 69 semantically reversible sen- 
tences. These dat.a add to those of Table 5 and evidence the dolphins’ ability 
to use word order to determine meaning. 

In summary, over the period of this study there have been substantial 
increases in the size of the corpus of sentences available to the dolphins and 
in the types of sentences generated. This has been accomplished with little 
or no reduction in overall performance levels. Not apparent from the numer- 
ical results is the greatly increased generalization that has taken place with 
respect to objects, actions, and context, and the increased difficulty of choices 
for the dolphins owing to the continuous availability of many more objects 
for response. Also not apparent from the results is the proficiency of the 
dolphins in carrying out instructions while searching for freely drifting ob- 
jects, perhaps the most difficult non-language cognitive task in the present 
research, and one which finds no parallel in the chimpanzee language pro- 
jects. 

Aimnatives to FETCH: ERASE and IN 

PETCH and IN express relationships between objects; respectively, these 
words connote “take to” and “put in or on”. Both dolphins had been exposed 
to the FETCH word throughout a major portion of their training. Their 
ability to utilize this word effectively has been documented extensively in the 
previous sections. To study the ability of the dolplins to understand an alter- 
native relational form, the word IN was recently introduced into the vocabu- 
lary. Akeakamai received training first and was the subject of the study 
reported here. Phoenix’s training is still underway. 

In brief, the training for Akeakamai first introduced the word ERASE as 
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a substitute for any action word, with the goal of it being an alternative to 
TcH in Indirect Object + Direct Object + FETCH sentences. Since 

FETCH had been the only word appearing after an Indirect Object + Direct 
Object sequence, Akeakamai often did not attend to the terminal FETCH 
gesture, as if realizing its redundancy. Typically, she began her response 
immediately after seeing the gesture for the direct object. ERASE may be 
interpreted as meaning “Stop” or “Disregard the previous words.” When 
ERASE appears, a correct response is to remain at station or, if in the act 
of leaving, to return immediately. ERASE was initially taught alone, then 
incorporated into 2-word sentences of the form Direct Object + ERASE, 
and finally used in 3-word sentences of the form Indirect Object + Direct 
Object 9 ERASE as well as in 4-word sentences of the form Modifier + 
Indirect Object + Direct Object + ERASE. During this training, Akeakamai 
was tested with several novel sentences employing ERASE, including one 
2-word sentence (FRISBEE ERASE), four 3-word modifier sentences (Mod- 
ifier + Direct Object + ERASE), five 3-word sentences of the type Indirect 
Object + Direct Object + ERASE, ar,d two 4-word sentences of the type 
Modifier + Indirect Object + Direct Object + ERASE. All testing was in 
the Class A format described earlier and only a single error was made over 
these 11 sentences (taking the surfboard to the speaker when given 
SPEAKER SURFBOARD ERASE). With this training, ERASE achieved 
the desired effect of requiring Akeakamai to attend to the terminal word of 
sentences having an earlier sequence of Indirect Object + Direct Object. 

With ERAS5 successfully in the vocabulary, and Akeakamai now attend- 
ing to all action words, it was possible to teach IN. To complete a successful 
IN response the dolphin must search for and take the designated direct ob- 
ject, transport it to the designated indirect object, and then raise the direct 
object up and into or onto the indirect object. In co;ltrast, the FETCH re- 
sponse requires that the dolphin transport the direct object to the side or 
underside of the indirect object, without any attemp: to raise it above the 
indirect object, so that the FETCH response may be cit:srly distinguished 
from the IN response. For the first stage of training, IN waq’ used alone, and 
Akeakamai was allowed a free choice of direct and indirect object. After she 
learned to respond reliably to IN as a single word, Akeakamai was tested in 
the Class A format with the 3-word novel sentence BASKET HOOP IN 
(“put the hoop in the basket”) to which she responded correctly and without 
hesitation. Correct performance on this first presentation represented a re- 
markable conceptual leap from a single word to a full 3-word relational sen- 
tence . 

Table 9 shows the results of a test of Akeakamai’s responses to correspond- 
ing FETCH and IN sentences. The test was carried out over a six-day period 
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Table 9. Responses of Akeakamai to corresponding FETCH and IN sentences 

Sentence given Response Sentence given Response 

BASKET BALL FETCH 
BASKET FRISBEE 

FETCH 
BASKET WOOP FETCH 
BASKET RIPE FETCH 
*BASKET NET FETCH 

NET BALL FETCH 
NET FRISBEE FETCH 
NET HOOP FETCH 
NET PIPE FETCH 
NET BASKET FETCH 

SRFBD FRISBEE 
FETCH 

SRFBD HOOP FETCH 

Percent correct: 

No. IO errors 
No. DO errors 
No. Action errors 

+ 
f 

(NET HOOP FETCH) 

GASKET SRFBD 
FETCH) 

(NET BALL IN) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

t 

t 

75.0 

BASKET BALL IN 
BASKET FRISBEE IN 

BASKET HOOP IN 
BASKET PIPE IN 
*BASKET NET IN 

NET BALL IN 
NET FRISBEE IN 
NET HOOP IN 
NET PIPE IN 
NET BASKET IN 

SRFBD FRISBEE IN 

*SRFBD HOOP IN 

+ 
+ 

;FBD PIPE 1N) 
(NET HOOP IN) 

;SPEAKER FRISBEE IN) 
(NET HOOP FETCH) 

;BASKET BALL IN) 

+ 

+ 

58.3 

4 
2 
1 

-. 

Note. A wholly correct response is indicated by t. Error re. ponses are shown in parentheses. SRFBD = 
SURFBOARD; IO = Indirect object; DO = Direct object. 

‘Novel sentence. 

in April 1983. At each of two daily sessions, one of the FETCH sentences 
and one noncorresponding IN sentence (e.g., BASKET BALL FETCH uwsw 
NET PIPE IN) appeared within a block of 16 sentences of various kinds. 
Either the FETCH or the IN sentence appeared within the first eight ‘sen- 
tences given, and the remaining type within the second eight sentences. The 
order of appearance of FETCH and IN sentences was counterbalanced over 
sessions. The location at which the FETCH or IN sentence appeared within 
the series of sentences given at a session w3s determined by 3 random 
xhedule with the constraint that there be 3 minimum of three ‘distractor 
sentences between the pair-e.g., if one sentence was the eighth item in the 
list the other sentence could occur no sooner than the twelfth item. The 
schedule of sentences was constructed so that no word of the particular 
FETCH or IN sentence appeared during the previous three sentences. The 
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responses of the dolphins were judged by the blind observer technique de- 
scribed for earlier tests and all responses were videotaped. 

Table 9 shows that Akeakamai responded wholly correctly Y#YJ 9 of I2 
TCH sentences and to 7 of 12 IN sentences. Her performance on the 
TCH sentences (75% correct) was superior to the levels attained during 

the calibration testing approximately one year earlier (Table 7). Pier pe.rfor- 
mance on IN sentence did not differ significantly from that on FETCH sen- 
tences (s = 0.42, p > 0.05). Importantly, there was only one confusion of 
FETCH for IN and one confusion of IN for FETCH throughout the total of 
24 sentences. Clearly, the relational differences implied by the two words 
were well understood. 

Before this test, Akeakamai had not transported the net to another object. 
Originally, the net was fixed to the side of the tank and was relocatable only 
by the trainers. Only recently, it was permitted to float free and thus be 
transportable by the dolphins. Akeakamai’s errors on BASKET NET 
FETCH and on the corresponding BASKET NET IN, both novel sentences, 
and both requiring a transport of the net, may reflect this lack of experience 
or expectation for transporting the net. We have since demonstrated thak 
with additional training Akeakamai will in fbct reliably transport the net ts 
other objects. Interestingly, the one remaining novel sentence in this series, 
SURFBOARD HOOP IN, which requires that the floating hoop be carried 
to and placed on top of the surfboard, was executed perfectly. Akeakamai 
has, of course, transported a hoop on many prior occasions. 

In summary, this brief study has demonstrated that there is no necessary 
restriction of the relational properties between objects to simple transport 
responses. In spite of extensive prior practice with the fetch reslponse, a 
second contrasting relational response was quickly leerned and incorporated 
into the existing lexicon and syntactic rules. 

Semantic processing and symbolic representation 

An important issue in assessing the linguistic competency cbf apes :has been 
whether the symbols used in the languages taught take on referential qualities. 
Do the symbols come to represent objects or events in the real world or are 
they merely convenient nonlinguistic devices that allow the apes 1:o obtain 
reward? Savage-Rumbaugh and her colleagues (Savage-Rumbaugh and Rum- 
baugh, 1978; Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1980) have shown tl,at reference may 
not develop without the application of special, intensive training pr’ocedures 
that emphasize the varied, functional use of the symbols. Here, we: provide 
examples and data that bear on whether the symbols used in our I:.inguages 
hava taken on referential qualities for the dolphins. Specifically disc{nssed are 
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semantic generalization, context generalization, displacement, and the dol- 
phins’ ability to report that specified objects are absent from their tank. 

Semantic generalization 
TWO forms of semantic generalization were identified in this study. One 

was the extension of an object word learned with respect to one exemplar of 
a class of objects to other exemplars of that class. The second was the exten- 
sion of an action word, learned with respect to a particular object, or within 
a limited context, to other objects and contexts. Both types of semantic 
generalization were shown by both dolphins, but the second type-the 
generalization of an action word-is perhaps the more interesting of the two. 

Semantic generalization of an object word across a class of objects was a 
normal event in our study as part of the established training procedures. 
Thus, the word HOOP was taught with respect to a particular, large octagonal 
hoop constructed of plastic pipe. This design proved easy for the dolphins to 
demolish so a large square hoop was substituted, without any decrement in 
performance. Similarly, small hoops, large hoops of much thicker pipe than 
those used previously, hoops of dark colored pipe as well as white pipe, and 
hoops that sank to the bottom of the tank instead of floating, were intro- 
duced. In all cases, these hoops were responded to immediately when a 
sentence containing the word HOOP was given. There were always additional 
named objects present in the tank, when new hoops were introduced. Every 
object we used initially has undergone some change, because of wear and 
tear, because of a new program goal that required some modification (e.g., 
construction of objects that sank to the bottom), or because of a deliberate 
choice by us to vary objects. The word PERSON is an interesting case of 
semantic generalization. Originally, PERSON was taught relative to one par- 
ticular individual, a trainer named Cathy, who held her arm in the water. 
The dolphins responded to Cathy’s arm when given an instruction containing 
PERSON, e.g., touching her arm with the tail when given the sentence PER- 
SON TAIL-TOUCH. Later, without any specific training, we demonstrated 
that a leg in the water., an elbow, or the whole person floating in the water 
would do as well as an arm for eliciting a response to PERSON. Still later, 
and again without specific training, both dolphins immediately responded 
correctly to a second person who was arbitrarily chosen and then to any 
person at all. 

Another interesting example of the generalization of meaning across ob- 
jects of a class occurred recently when Akeakamai was taught the word WIN- 
DOW, a reference to any of four underwater windows spaced evenly about 
the tank. To teach WINDOW a particular one of the four windows was 
chosen and Akeakamai’s station was moved nearby that window. Akeakamai 
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WINDOW within single session, judged by her reliable responve 
to the particular window when given the sentences WINDOW MOlJTH or 

C-TCXKJ-4 embedded randomly within a string of other sen- 
tences not containing WINDOW. Two sessions later, Akeakamai was mo-ved 
to another station that was distant from the training window and half-way 
between tro other windows. In response to the first WINDOW sentence 
given fron- this station, Akeakamai immediately swam to the window to her 
left. Later in the session she was given a second window sentence and chose 
the windo,v to her right. When her station was moved once again, she im- 
mediately ‘vent to the most convenient window of the four. lience, although 
we taught ‘WINDOW in reference to a particular window, Akeakamai im- 
mediately generalized the name to all other windows in the tank. 

Extension of responses to action words were almost always immediate. At 
the earliest stage of training, when we were using only single action words 
and objects were not yet named, any arbitrary familiar or novel object thrown 
in the tank was responded to appropriately when the dolphins were given an 
action word. This generalization of action words continued throughout the 
later stages of training. Thus, Phoenix was taught THRU using the object 
HOOP and the sentence HOOP THRU. Later, when the novel sentence 
GATE THRU was given, Phoenix immediately swam through the open gate 
in her tank. Later, the sentence GATE THRU was given for the first time 
with the gate closed. In response, Phoenix swam to the gate, hesitated, then 
pushed it open and swam through. Still later, after the modifiers SURFACE 
and BOTTOM had been taught using a variety of objects, the novel sentence 
BOTTOM HOOP THRU was given. A weighted hoop was lying flat on the 
bottom of the tank and a bouyant hoop was suspended vertically near the 
surface. Phoenix swam to the bottom hoop, probed under it wi@ her rostrum 
until one side was lifted off the tank floor and the hoop was nearly vertical, 
and then swam through for a correct response. Figure 8, top series, illustrates 
this now typical response of Phoenix to the sentence BOTTOM HOOP 
THRU. 

A similar test was later made of Phoenix’s response to tht novel sentence 
BO’ITQM HOOP UNDER. Phoenix’s characteristic response to UNDER is 
to swim beneath the specified object belly up (in contrast, Akeakamai swims 
under objects dorsal up). On approaching the bottom hoop, Phoenix turned 
belly up, raised one side of the square hoop off the bottom with her rostrum, 
and proceeded to swim under it belly up. However, she in fact swam through 
the partially raised hoop and was not reinforced. At a second trial of BOT- 
TOM HOOP UNDER, given later in that same session and without any 
intervening training, Phoenix raised both sides of the hoop off of the bottom 
and succeeded in swimming completely under the hoop belly up. Figure 8, 
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Figure 8. Examples of responses that were generalized spontaneously by PhoeniVY with 
no special training. Top: Phoenix responding to the sentence BOTTOM 
HOOP THRU. (a) Approaching the hoop that is lying flat on the tank 
bottom-the BOTTOM BASKET is visible, as is the SURFACE HOOP; 
(b) probing under edge of hoop with rostrum to begin lift-BOTTOM FRIS- 
BEE visible; (c)-(f) hoop raised to near-vertical position allowing Phoenir 
to swim through it. Bottom: Phoenix responding to i%e sentence BOTTOM 
HOOP UNDER. (‘a) Lifting edge of hoop while in semi-inverted postrrre-==- 
Phoenix almost always goes under objects belly up. BOTTOM FRISBEE 
and BOTTOM BASKET are visible; (b)-(f) i&g iier rcrstrum to m0ve the 
hoop in a horizontal position along her body, Phoenix continue,s her in- 
verted swim while passing completely under the hoop. The top sequence was 
approximately 7seconds in duration and the bottom sequence approximately 
10 seconds. Timing was as in Fig. 7. 



bottom series, illustrates this now typical response of Phoeltix to the sentence 
BOTTO GGP UNDER. These observations demonstrate that TKK?J 
and UN were very general concepts for the dolphins and reveal the 
assertiveness of the dolphins in manipulating their tank world in order to 
achieve these desired actions. 

Other actions to bottom objects were similarly generalized spontaneously. 
For example, in response to a sentence involving a bottom object and the 
action TOSS, e. GTTOM PIPE TQSS, Phoenix brings the specified ob- 
ject to the surface and then tosses it into the air. This was an untaught 
response and may have developed spontaneously as a generalization of the 
previously learned tossing of floating objects, or it might have reflected the 
fact that underwater tosses are not rewarded because they cannot be detected 
by an observer. Also, when asked to spit at a bottom object, e.g., BOTTOM 
PIPE SPIT, Phoenix spits in air directly over the specified object. Underwater 
spittin;;, like tossing, is not observable by us. 

During experimentation with some unusual syntactical arrangements, we 
noted additional cases of spontaneous action generalization. We presented 
to Phcenix the sentences FRISBEE FETCH THRU HOOP and FRISBEE 
FETCH UNDER HOOP. In each case, Phoenix swam to the frisbee, carried 
it on her rostrum to the hoop, and then swam with it through the hoop (first 
case) r)r under the hoop (second case). Also, in the initial presentation of 
FRISBEE FETCH THRU GATE, Phoenix took the frisbee through the gate 
rather than touching the frisbee to the gate as in hzr typical response to the 
sentence FRISBEE FETCH GATE. 

Several examples demonstrate that, Akeakamai, like Phoenix, was profi- 
cient at extending old responses to new situations. Tl-,e action OVER was 
difficult to perform when an object had drifted too close to the tank wal.1. 
A,keakamai (as well as Phoenix) pushed any object array from the wail, and 
away from any other nearby objects before attempting to leap over it. She 
also pushed objects out from beneath the low overhanging w ?cjden outriggers 
that project over the tank before attempting to leap over he objects. An 
additional example occurred with the action TOSS, which was trained as a 
toss of any dolphintransportable object. During a study of the dolphins 
responses to anomalous sentences (Herman e’t al., Reference Note 1) we gave: 
the sentence WATER TOSS. We considered the sentence to be semantically 
anomalous, since the stream of water flowing from the suspended hose was 
nontransportable and hence, we believed, not tossable. Akeakamai, how- 
ever, went to the water stream and jerking her head rapidly through it, sent 
out a large spray of water, The blind observer immediately labeled the, be- 
havior “WATER TOSS.” Phoenix was later tested with the same sentence 
and performed exactly as did Akeakamai. 
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Training Iof the word IN was discussed in the section. During 
very early an interesting generalization of occurred 
spontaneously. the first Akeakamai was the instruction 
with the already in basket and other object receptacle available. 

reached into basket with mouth, took ball out, 
treated a distance, and swam back replaced the in the 

This response the spontaneous of the 
‘IN to the necessity having the outside of receptacle 
before it in. 

Context generalization and displacement 
Conte:xt generalization refers to the dolphins’ ability to extend the training 

context to new situations, including new training sites and new locations or 
arrangements of objects. As was described in the Methods section, context 
generalization, like some forms of object generalization, was a general fea- 
ture of our training procedures. Both dolphins progressively increased the 
generality of their understanding of the training context to include the com- 
pletely variable positions of transportable and relocatable objects, as well as 
their own changes in location when the training stations were changed. It was 
still technically possible, however, for the dolphins to encode objects in terms 
of their spatial locations immediately prior to an instruction. Ta increase the 
generality of the concept of ‘object’ as a set of distinctive features or attri- 
butes, and to discourage the encoding of objects strictly by their spatial loca- 
tions, at times we moved objects to hidden locations in the tank (spatial 
‘displacement’). This necessitated the development of search strategies based 
on nonspatial attributes of objects, as demonstrated by the ability of the 
dolphins to receive a sentence, conduct a successful search for the designated 
hidden object, and carry out the designated response to it. 

Later, during temporal displacement procedures, we gave the dolphins 
Object + Action sentences involving transportable objects, with no transport- 
able object present in the tank at the time of instruction. Immediately after 
a sentence was given, seven transportable objects were thrown into the tank 
at once by four tankside assistants, with one assistant located at each quadrant 
af the tank. The assistants, crouched behind the tank wall, remained hidden 
from the dolphins’ view until signailed to throw in the pre-designated objects. 
Each assistant threw in either one or two objects and no assistant had 
knowledge of which object would be specified by the sentence. The locations 
of assistants were changed at each trial as were the objects assigned to the 
individual assistants. The correct object, the one specified by the 2-word 
sentence, appeared with nearly equal frequency at each quadrant; the prob- 
ability of a correct chance response to an object was approximately 0.14. In 
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tests using these displacement procedures and scored by the blind-observer 
technique, Akeakamai and Phoenix achieved identical scores of 81.4% cor- 
rect responses to the 43 2-word sentences that each was given Cp < 0.061, 
summed binomial distribution test). Akeakamai was subsequently tested 
using extended displacement procedures in which the delay between the end 
of a 2-word Object + Action sentence and the appearance of the objects in 
the tank was either 0,7, 15, or 30 seconds. There was also a control condition 
in which the objects were introduced just before the sentence was given. A 
total of 75 trials was given, with each delay condition and the control condi- 
tion tested 15 times, in balanced blocks of 5 trials. The ordering of the 5 
conditions was balanced across blocks. The procedures were identical to those 
described for the earlier displacement test, except that 49 unique 2-word 
sentences were used across the 75 trials, so that some sentences appeared 
twice, widely separated by intervening sentences. The results were that 
Akeakamai made no errors at all in the control condition or in the O-second 
delay condition. She made one error each at the 7-second and Esecond 
delay condition (= 93.3% correct responses), and five errors at the 30-second 
delay condition (= 46.7% correct responses, p < 0.001 by summed binomial 
distribution test). Overall, Akeakamai made 90.7% wholly correct responses. 
At the 30-second delays, her errors were all the choice of incorrect object, 
while executing the correct (specified) action. 

Reporting absent objects 
During the testing of responses to anomalous sentences (Herman er al., 

Reference Note 1) Phoenix and Akeakamai were both given three ‘probe’ 
sentences in which all of the named objects, except for one, were present in 
the tank at the time of instruction. The ‘missing’ 0bjec.t was then referred to 
in a 2-word sentence. Akeakamai searched for up to 55 seconds and Phoenix 
for up to 38 seconds for the missing object, then each spontaneously returned 
to her trainer without performing any named action. F?n-curaged by this 
seeming ability to report the absence of an object, as well ts to act appro- 
priately on one that was present, we formalized the ‘reporting’ procedure. 
Using Akeakamai as subject, we introduced a distinctive ‘NO’ paddle at 
tankside. We taught her to press this paddle when we pointed ac it. Taking 
advantage of her already established tendency to report back to her station 
on not finding a designated object, we then gave her a sentence in which only 
the named object was absent from the tank. Akeakamai conducted a search 
and again reported back to her station spontaneously. Her trainer then 
pointed at the nearby NO paddle. Akeakamai immediately pressed the pad- 
dle and was rewarded. That was the extent of training necessary; during 
subsequent NO paddle probes, only a single prompt was necessary. Over the 
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next several months, one or two missing-object probes were inserted into 
blocks of 16 regular trials. These probes were all 2-word sentences instructing 
Akeakamai to take some action to an object not present in the tank (all 
objects but the one specified were present). Of a total of 115 such probes 
given, in which the missing object was randomly any of nine named objects 
that could be removed from the tank, Akeakamai correctly pressed the NO 
paddle on 93 trials (80.9% correct responses, p < 0.001). Her average search 
time before pressing the NO pad,dle was 15.0 seconds. On the 22 error trials, 
Akeakamai performed the designated action to an alternate object that was 
present in the tank. The 81% correct-performance level greatly exceeded the 
chance level of ll.l%, although it was below the 94% level for 2-word sen- 
tences that Akeakamai achieved during the calibration test (Table 7). The 
lowered performance level on the missing-object task may reflect some 
forgetting of the referents during, the extended sesrch process, similar to the 
effect of delay noted during the extended displacement iests. Also, the mis- 
sing-object task, an ‘if-then’ paradigm, ought to impose a greater conceptual 
burden on the dolphin than does the normal paradigm in which all objects 
are present and the NO paddle is not in the tank. That is, the missing-object 
task requires that the dolphin carry out the specified instruction if the named 
object is present; if that object is absent, then the task requires that the 
dolphin report the absence by pressing the NO paddle. 

The results of the displacement procedures, and of the NO-paddle 
paradigm, demonstrate the ability of the dolphin to understand references to 
objects not within its immediate perceptual field. This is a first approximation 
to the displacement characteris ic of human language (Hackett, 1960). Addi- 
tionally, both procedures suggest that the object names had acquired strong 
referential qualities, since they produced searches for the particular object 
specified by the symbol or sign. These searches could be carried out success- 
fully only if the symbols or signs referenced the attributes or features of the 
object. The examples given of generalization of object attributes across diffe- 
rent exemplars and across different situational contexts adds to the evidence 
for the referential qualities of the symbols. 

Preliminary tests of understanding of additional linguistic features 

Recursion 
Recursive rules are a property of all natural languages and, in principle, 

allow for the generation of an infinite set of sentences. An impcrtant type of 
recursive rule involves the conjoining of sentences. In phrase-strucure gram- 
mar this would be expressed as a rewrite rule in which a sentence is rewritten 
as a sentence plus an optional sentence [S -+ S (and S), where S stands for 
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sentensc]. The optional sentence may recur any number of times, e.g., S -_j 
S and S (and S). As a first approximation to testing the dolphins’ understand- 
ing of recursive rules, we simply generated a set of two conjoined sentences 
and observed whether the dolphin provided multiple appropriate responses. 

Phoenix was chosen as subject for this test, and a set of conjoined sentences 
was given to her without any specific training or instruction. Two forms of 
conjoined sentence were used: (a) PHOENIX + Object + Action + Object 
+ Action, and (b) PHOENIX + Object + Action + PHOENIX + Object 
+ Action. The word PHOENIX normally prefaces all sentences given to 
Phoenix, but is not counted in enumerating the number of words in a sen- 
tense. In the first case (Type a), PHOENIX does not preface the second 
sentence of the conjunctive pair, but in the second case (Type 6), it does. 
The word PHOENIX is also used after an incorrect response to a sentence 
to call Phoenix back to her station. Hence, its use in Type b sentences may 
b; ambiguous: it may be interpreted as a prefix to the second sentence of the 
pair, or as a terminator of an incorrect response to the first sentence. 

A conjoined sentence was inserted into a block of 16 normal sentences that 
represented all or nearly all of the syntactic forms in the language (Table 2). 
The ‘Class .4’ procedures described earlier for testing responses to novel 
sentences were used here also. As usual, a videotape record was made of the 
dolphin’s responses. The blind observer’s task was to label the responses of 
the dolphin, including multiple responses if they occurred. One conjoined 
sentence, or occasionally two, was inserted at random locations into a block 
of 16 regular sentences. Within all sentences, the successive object names 
were the same, but the actions were different. Successive words were sepa- 
rated from one another by the usual 0.25second silent interval. Phoenix was 
allowed approximately 30 seconds to complete her response to conjoined 
sentences unless she terminated responding earlier. 

Table 10 shows the 15 conjoined sentences given and the labels assigned 
to Phoenix’s responses by the blind observer. The first eight conjoined sen- 
tences were all Type a. Phoenix performed the two designated actions in six 
of these eight cases. In a seventh case, PHOENIX HOOP MOUTH HOOP 
TAIL-TOUCH, the +leotape record suggested that the first designated ac- 
tion MOUTH indeed occurred, ut the blind observer was uncertain of the 
classification of the response, as it was made underwater and was partially 
obscured by the surfboard. After the tail-touch response, and after some 
delay, Phoenix also touched the hoop with her pectoral fin. In the final case 
of the eight, PHOENIX HOOP TAIL-TOUCH HOOP TOSS, only the first 
action was carried out, repeatedly. No tossing component appeared. 

The last seven conjoined sentences were all Type b. Repeating the word 
PHOENIX led to some interesting behaviors. For any sentence, regular or 
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Table 10. Responses of Phoenix to conjoined sentences 

Sentence given Blind-observer report (= dolphin’s response) 

PH HOOP MOUTH HOOP TAIL-TOUCH ?t 

PH PIPE TAIL-TOUCH PIPE OVER tt 

PH PIPE OVER PIPE TOSS ++ 

PH SRFBD TOSS SRFBD OVEE +t 

PH HOOP TAIL-TOUCH HOOP TOSS t- 

PH SRFBD OVER SRFBD TAIL-TOUCH ++ 

PH WATER TOSS WATER TA&TOUCH t+ 

PH BASKET TOSS BASKET OVER t+ 

TYPO B 

PH HOOP OVER PH HOOP TOSS ?tt 

PH BASKET TAIL-TOUCH PH BASKET UNDER t ? 

PH FRISBEE UNDER PH FRISBEE TOSS ++ 

PH WATER UNDER PH WATER OVER 7+t 

PH SRFBD TOSS PH SRFBD TAIL-TOUCH tt 

PH PIPE TAIL-TOUCH PH PIPE TOSS -t 

PH PERSON OVER PH PERSON TAILTOUCH + - 

HOOP ??; HOOP TAIL-TOUCH . . . HOOP 
PEC-TOUCH. Video shows apparent 
MOUTH response during “HOOP ??” 

PIPE TAIL-TOUCH; PIPE OVER 

PIPE OVER; PIPE TOSS 

SRFBD TOSS: SRFBD OVER 

HOOP TAIL-TOUCH (repeatedly) 

SRFBD OVER; SRFBD TAIL-TOUCH 

WATER TOSS; WATER TAIL-TOUCH; 
(sequence spontaneously repeated again) 

BASKET TOSS: BASKET OVER 

HOOP TOSS; HOOP OVER (reverse seqb‘cnce 
to instruction) 

BASKETTAIL-TOUCH: Phoenix then 
inverted as she normally does when 
swimming under object, and touched basket 
again with tail 

FRISBEE UNDER; FRISBEE TOSS 

WAmR MOUTH; WATER OVER (repeated 
OVER) 

SRFBD TOSS; SRFBD TAIL-TOUCH 

PIPE TOSS (repeatedly) 

PERSON OVER 
-- --~ __~___ 

JVore. Senten.zs are listed in the order given. PH = PHOENIX; SlRFBD = SURFBOARD. Scoring key: + + , 
Both responxs executed correctly; + -, First action executed, but not second; - -1, Second action executed, 
but not fist; a ? in place of a t or - indicates scoring UnCX%tainty; a ? preeeeding two ClemOntS indicates 
special case (reverse sequence; or, two actions performed, but one of the actiolts was not specified in the sen- 
tence). 
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conjoined, Phoenix typically begins responding while the sentence is still 
being presented. In response to the first Type b sentence, PHOENIX HOOP 

R PHOENIX HOOP TOSS, Phoenix swam toward the hoop on heari;lg 
PHOENIX HOOP OVER, aborted (turned away) on hearing the second 
PI-IOENIX, but returned on hearing HOOP TOSS. She tossed the hoop a 
short distance and then repeatedly jumped over it. (From its start to finish, 
the indicated conjoined sentence played for 7.25 seconds.) In response to the 
next conjoined sentence, PHOENIX BASKET TAIL-TOUCH PHOENIX 
BASKET UNDER, Phoenix appeared to give a conjoined response, by 
touching the basket with her tail flukes while in an inverted position. Phoenix 
always swims under an object inverted (belly up). On the remaining five 
conjoined sentences, Phoenix performed the designated two actions in two 
cases, and also performed two actions in a third case, but the first action was 
not the one designated. On the final two sentences given, Phoenix performed 
only a single response. In one case, it was the second action designated, and 
in the other case, it was the first action designated. 

In summary, the results show that in the majority of the cases Phoenix 
responded to two conjoined sentences requiring that two responses be per- 
formed to a designated object, by performing two responses to that object. 
Performance was most stable when the sentences were joined without repeat- 
ing her name, yet Fhoenix could respond appropriately under either condi- 
tion. Although she tends to attempt to execute a sentence in linear order, as 
it unfolds, this was not a necessary strategy for Phoenix. Thus, in one case 
she executed the designated actions in the reverse order of their occurrence 
in the conjoined sentence, and in another case repeated the correct sequence 
of two responses twice. In a third case, she appeared to combine the two 
actions into a novel single joint response. Hence, the semantic intent of the 
entire conjoint sentence appeared to be understood in these cases. In the 
very first Type b sentence given, the reappearance of PHOENIX caused a 
temporary abort response. The meaning of PHOENIX was then apparently 
reinterpreted as a sentence initiator in the context of the remainder of the 
string, as Phoenix then retuned and completed the designated action. In 
only one other Type b sentence did the reappearance of PHOENIX lead to 
an apparent aborting of response. When given PHOENIX PIPE TAIL- 
TOUCH PHOENIX PIPE TOSS, Phoenix failed to carry out the first named 
action, limiting her response to tossing the pipe repeatedly. The reappear- 
ance, then, of the word PHOENIX seemed at times to disrupt Phoenix’s 
processing of the conjoint sentence, and possibly led to multiple interpreta- 
tions of the intent of those sentences. 

Further study of responses to conjoined sentences is indicated, inc:luding 
sentences in which the object names vary, instead of or in addition to varying 
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the action names. In the earlier section on semantic generalization we re- 
ported that Phoenix spontaneously responded appropriately to the linkin 
actions in the structurally novel sentences FRISBEE FETCH THRW HOOP, 
FRISBEE FETCH UNDER HOOP, and FRISBEE FETCH THRU GATE. 
These latter results, together with the results reported here for conjoined 
sentences, are sufficient to illustrate that the responses of the dolphins are 
not constrained to the sentence forms illustrated throughout most of this 
paper, but may be extended to include appropriate responding to recursive 
forms including conjoined constifuents and conjoined sentences. It is worth 
noting, also, that the presence of a modifier slot allows for recursion in that, 
in principle, multiple modifiers could be used before an object name to create 
sentences having an indefinitely long number of words. ,Pt present, the mod- 
ifiers for each dolphin are restricted to one mutually exclusive pair, so that 
additional modifiers would have to be taught to each dolphin to explore this 
recursive potential of the language. 

Nonlinear characteristics of language processing 
To understand complex sentences in natural languages, it is often necessary 

to intspret or reinterpret the meaning or function of earlier words in a 
sentence on the basis of a word or words occurring later in the sentence 
(Lashley, 1951; Chomsky, 1957). In the inverse grammar of Akeakamai’s 
language the function of the first object word in a sentence-as indirect 
object or as direct object-cannot be determined until a succeeding word or 
words occur. If the immediately succeeding word is an action, then the first 
object word functions as direct object. If the succeeding word is an object 
word, or a modifier followed by an object word, then the first object word 
functions as indirect object. In the latter case, the occurrence of FETCH or 
of IN as the terminal word confirms the function as indirect object. In con- 
trast, the occurrence of ERASE cancels all functions. 

Here, we studied nonlinear processing further by testing Akeakamai’s re- 
sponses to 3-word anomalous sentences constructed as Object + Object + 
Action, but using an action word that takc.s only a direct object (e.g., OVER 
or SPIT) rather than the expected FETCH or IN that take both direct and 
indirect object. Sentences of this type are anomalous in that the occurrence 
of the second object name implies that the function of the first object name 
is as indirect object, but the terminal action word neither confirms that in- 
terpretation nor cancels the sentence. How Akeakamai operates on the 
anomalous sentences would be instructive of her ability to reinterpret the 
meaning of an early word in the sentence on the basis of a later occurring 
nonadjacent word. 

The procedures used paralleled those described for testing conjoined sen- 
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tences with Phoenix. A single anomalous probe was inserted into a block of 
16 normal sentences in a context-free manner. A blind observer labeled 
Akeakamai’s responses. Table 11 shows the 12 probe sentences given and the 
labels applied to Akeakamai’s responses by the blind observer. The labels 
describe the responses fully. In all but one case, Akeakamai responded to 
the anomalies by rejecting any response to the first object word and operating 
on the remaining two words as a legitimate Object + Action segment. For 
example, when given WATER HOOP TAIL-TOUCH, she swam to the hoop 
and touched it with her tail flukes. She made no attempt to carry the hoop 
ts the stream of water, or to otherwise respond to the water. The one excep- 
tion to the pattern was the response to SURFBOARD BALL TOSS. Here, 
Akeakamai began her response by tossing the ball energetically, but then 
took it to the surfboard and attempted to place it on top. “a he blind observer 
labelled the behavior SURFBOARD BALL IN. Overall, these results evi- 
denced Akeakamai’s ability to process a sentence by interpreting and reinter- 
preting early words as a consequence of either adjacent or nonadjacent words 
occurring later in the sentence. This illustrates clearly Akeakamai’s eM;y to 
process a sentence by other than sequential left-to-right strategies. 

Table 11. Responses of Akeakamai to anomalous oxtences of the form Object + Ob- 
ject + Action, where tht* action takes only a direct object 

_ _. ___c. ._.. _._~_. __-_-..___ ..~.__ _-._. _____- ____ _.. .____._ ~-.-- - 
Sentence given Blind-observer label (response) 
__I______~ -____ ___ ._ _ __ -_.__ __ ._________.-.____.-..-~--_.-- --_-.-_ - 

WATER HOOPTAIL-TOUCH HOOP TAIL-TOUCH 

PERSON PIPE PEGTOCH PIPE PEC-TOUCH 

SURFBOARD BALL TOSS (SURFBOARD BALL IF’: 

SURFBOARD BASKET TOSS (NETTOSS) 

NET FRISBEE OVER (PIPE OVER--then FRISBEE OVER repeatedly)’ 

HOOP SURFBOARD UNDER SURFBOARD UNDER 

WATER BALL MOUTH BALL MOUTH 

BALL HOOP PEC-TOUCH H90P PEC-TOUCH 

PIPE NET SPIT NET SPIT 

PHOENIX FRISBEE TAIL-TOUCH FRISBEE TAIL-TOUCH 

FRISBEE PIPE UNDER PIPE UNDER 

BASKET SURFBOARD OVER SURFBOARD OVER 
~____~ 

Nore. Sentences are listed in the order given. 
*Leaped over the pipe while swimming towards the frisbee. 
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General discussion 

As emphasized in the introduction to this paper, the key issue addressed by 
this study was sentence processing ability. We stressed the understanding of 
sentences rather than the ability to produce sentences. The work in teaching 
language to apes has focused mainly on production and has not resolved the 
issue of the ability of these animals to process sentences. Indeed, there are 
strong claims that apes have not demonstrated this linguistic essential, in 
either the production or comprehension mode (e.g., Bronowski and Bellugi, 
1970; Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1980; Seidenberg and Petitto, 1979, 1981; 
Terrace, 1979; Terrace et al., 1979). In contrast, the evidence presented in 
this paper affirms that dolphins are able to understand sentences, as ex- 
pressed within the grammar of the artificial acoustic or gestural language 
taught to them. Whether a dolphin can also “create a sentence” (cf. Terrace 
et al., 1979) is an empirical issue that can be resolved only by further direct 
work on language production (see Richards et al. (1984) for a start in this 
direction). 

The major points of evidence for the understanding of sentences by the 
dolphins are reviewed in the following secticns. Where feasible, comparisons 
are made with findings from the teaching of languages to apes, and with 
findings from studies of the understanding of languages by children. 

Lexicd novelty 

0f paramount importance to the demonstration of sentence understanding 
was the ability of both dolphins to respond correctly to novel sentences drawn 
from all of the sentence forms shown in Table 2. Premack (1976) has de- 
scribed this insertion of new lexical items into familiar sentence frames as 
lexical novelty. We noted that the understanding and use of novel sentences 
was considered a hallmark of human language ability. The dolphins re- 
sponded wholly correctly to the bulk of the well over 1Qo novel sentences 
that each was given. The sentences ranged in length from two to five words 
and were of a variety of syntactic forms. There were no redundant elements 
(except possibly for the word PETCH prior to the mtroduction of ERASE 
or IN), no ‘stock’ phrases (cf. Rumbaugh, 1977; Thompson and Church, 
‘1980), and chance performance levels were on the order of 4% or less accord- 
ing to a conservative model of chance. Most of the responses to the novel 
sentences were tested within a context-free format that controlled for nonlin- 
guistic cues and for observer bias. It is significant that even where errors in 
responding occurred, the main semantic and syntactic intent of the sentence 
was almost always understood. Rarelv was an error response a non sequitur. 
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RX exa~~ple, when Akeakamai was given, for the first time, the 4-word 
imperative NET L FT BALL FETCH (“take the ball on your left to the 
net”), the responded by taking the ball on her left to the individual represent- 
ing PEKSON (= PERSON LEFT BALL FETCH). Typically, errors on szn- 
tences were restricted to a single lexical element and were mainly confusions 
within a semantic category. Substituting one named object for another, or 
one modifier for another, would be examples. Thus, the responses to the 
great majority of the error sentences, like the wholly correct responses, 
showed an appreciation for the syntactic and semantic features of the lan- 
guages. 

During the 191~2 calibration tests Phoenix responded wholly correctly to 
@% of the 368 unique sentences given her, and Akeakamai responded wholly 
correctly to 83% of the 308 unique sentences given her. Both novel and 
familiar sentences were included in these totals. Although the trends showed 
that performance on familiar sentences was higher than on novel sentences, 
suggesting some practice effect, comparisons were difficult because of the 
different numbers of sentences given within each syntactic form. However, 
with but a single exception, the differences in performance levels on familiar 
versus novel sentences within any syntactic category were not significant. 
Overall, then, the results demonstrated that specific training on given sen- 
tences was not recauired for the understanding of those sentences. Instead, 
using the provided vocabulary and syntactic rules, new sentences could be 
generated that were immediately understood by the dolphins. 

There are few quantitative data on children’s production of novel word 
combinations, a fact easily verified by perusal of Abrahamson (1977), the 
major compendium of the literature on child language learning. The data for 
comprehension are somewhat more complete and reveal that young children 
have difficulty in understanding many of the unusual and, presumably, novel 
sentences given them (e.g., J. de Villiers and de Villiers, 1973). For our 
purposes, one of the most relevant studies of children’s understanding of 
lexical novelty may be that of Sachs and Truswell (1978). Children between 
1:4 and 2:0 years of age, who were in the one-word stage of language 
production, were given simple 2-word instructions. A limited set of object 
and action words was selected and the words combined and recombined to 
form imperatives-eg., “kiss dolly” or “kiss truck”. An average of 15.8 in- 
structions of these types was given to the total of 12 children, a,sd the mean 
number of totally correct responses was 58%. Performance scores for indi- 
vidual children were not given, but some children reportedly carried out 
correct responses to some of the ?musual” instructions, defined as instruc- 
tions that they were not likely to have experienced before (lexical novelty)_ 
e.g., “tickle box” and “kiss plane. ” On the face of it, the study has parallcts 
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with our procedures for studying the dolphins’ comprehension of familiar and 
novel &word sentences. During the 1982 calibration tests, the dolphins each 
responded wholly correctly to approximately 94% of the famiiiar 2-word 
sentences given them. Novel 2-word sentences, given at irregular intervals 
over the 4-year period of our study, yielded 68% to 70% correct responses 
(Tables 3 and cl--Category A). According to these results, the dolphins were 
considerably more accurate in processing the 2-word sentences of their artifi- 
cial languages than were these young children in processing the 2-word sen- 
tences of their natural language. Of course, as with comparisons of artificial 
language skills of apes and natural language skills of children, we must keep 
in mind the limitations imposed by the substantial differences in the scope of 
the artificial and natural languages, as well as differences in language experi- 
ence, learning and testing conditions, motivations, possible context cues, and 
so forth (Ristau and Robbins, 1982, p. 236; cf. Bindra, 1981). What we are 
emphasizing here, however, is the use of the child data to illustrate that the 
type and levels of linguistic processing exhibited by the dolphins are substan- 
tial. 

Premack (1971, 1976) appears to have collected a sizable body of data 
suggesting a capability for lexical novelty by the chimps Sarah, Peony, and 
Elizabeth. For example, after Sarah was familiar with the sentence SARAH 
GIVE APPLE MARY, directing her to give the apple to t.he trainer, the 
novel combination SARAH GIVE ORANGE MARY was presented and 
responded to correctly. However, as pointed out by Terrace (1979), and 
acknowledged by Premack (1976) in discussion of his own results, only the 
meanings for the symbols for objects might have been learned, as these were 
the only symbols contrasted with alternative symbols during a testing session. 
Additionally, several critics (B. Gardner and Gardner, 1975; R. Gardner and 
Gardner, 1978; Seidenberg and Petitto, 1979; Terrace 1979) have stressed 
that the majority of Premack’s (1976) data does not include performance on 
the critical first trial of a transfer test. Instead, Premack reports cumulative 
data for the first ten trials. Terrace (1979) makes a persuasive case that 
performance on the order that Premack reports, about 80% correct re- 
sponses, could easily be a result of context constraint and simple learning-set 
formation. With the dolphins, on the other hand, we have provided extensive 
Trial-l data obtained by methods that were context free, and which included 
controls for other nonlinguistic cues and for observer bias. Also, in contrast 
to the work described by Premack, the number of alternative responses avail- 
able to the dolphins was very large. 

Seidenberg and Petitto (1979), referring to the work of the Gardners, state 
that “there have been no rigorous tests of the apes’ abilities to comprehend 
signs, a remarkable omission in light of recent theoretical work on the differ- 
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ences between comprehension and production . . .” (p. 201). Extensive limita- 
tions were noted in the procedure used by the Gardners (B. Gardner and 
Gardner, 1975) to test the chimp Washoe’s responses to w/z-questions. Par- 
ticular issue was taken with the policy of scoring answers as correct if they 
were from the designated ‘target category,’ such as noun for answers to what- 
questions and locatives as answers to where-questions, By this policy, answers 
could be scored as correct even if they failed to ‘make sense’. Also noted 
were the lack of a description of the preparations for the test, and the failure 
to report the actual responses of Washoe. A later report by B. Gardner and 
Gardner (1979) gives more detailed data on responses to wh-questions by the 
chimps Pili, Tatu, and Moja. The percentages of appropriate replies given by 
each chimp ranged widely across the different wh-questions, from as low as 
12% to as high as 100%. Some examples of replies were given, but most of 
the specific replies were omitted. Also, the Gardners stated that the same 
methods that were used earlier with Washoe were used again. Presumably, 
then, the same shortcomings pointed to by Seidenberg and Petitto (1979) 
would apply here as well. 

Patterson (1978b, 1981) claimed that the gorilla Koko understood novel 
phrases given in sign or spoken English. However, Terrace et al. (1981) noted 
that the relevant details of Koko’s training welt unavailable, making it dif- 
ficult to attribute Koko’s performance to true comprehension, as opposed to 
learning sets, rote drilling, nonlinguistic cueing, or the like. Furthermore, 
Terrace et al. emphasized that even if comprehension of the phrases were 
shown, it would not constitute a demonstration of the comprehension of 
sentewes. 

Fouts (1978), citing an unpublished paper by Fouts, Chown, Kimball and 
Couch (1976), reported that the chimp Ally was able to understand com- 
mands requiring him to select onL: of five objects and deliver it to one of three 
locations. Fouts stated that some of the commands were novel, obtained by 
vocabulary substitutions at the object and location positions. In principle, 
this procedure is similar to some of our own approaches and it would be 
interesting to know the full details of the training and testing metho& a.nd 
of the results. Unfortunately, the report in Fouts (1978) lacks any detail 
about these items, so that the same reservations noted for the work of Patter- 
son would apply here also. Finally, the novel ‘sentences* constructed by the 
chimp Lana in the Rumbaugh project (Rumbaugh et al., 1973; Rumbaugh, 
1977) were later shown to be largely rote productions of lexigrams with little 
or no understanding of the Teferences of many of the lexigrams (Savage-Rum- 
baugh et al., 1980; also see Ristau and Robbins, 1982; Thompson and Church, 
1980). 
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Structural novelty 

A second line of evidence for sentence understanding by the dolphins WGB 
their ability to deal with structural novelty. Structural novelty differs from 
lexical novelty. The latter involves the substitution of a new lexical item or 
items into a familiar syntactic form, while the former refers to a new syntactic 
construction thaz may be accomplished by the addition of a new structural 
slot to a sentence form, or by more complex changes (Ristau and Robbins, 
1979; Premack, 1976; cf. Fodor et al., 1974). The ability to process structural 
novelty may thus express a more complex linguistic ski-11 than does the pro- 
cessing of lexical novelty. For both dolphins, novel syntactic forms that ex- 
tended familiar syntactic forms were responded to correctly on their first 
presentation. Phoenix responded correctly to htr first instance of the new 
form Direct Object + FETCH + Modifier + Indirect Object, which was a 
conflation of two familiar forms: Modifier + Object + Action and Direct 
Object + FETCH + Indirect Object. Similarly, Akeakamai responded cor- 
rectly to her first instance of the new syntactic form Modifier + Indirect 
Object + Direct Object + FETCH and also responded correctly to her first 
instance of the form Indirect Object + Modifier + Direct Object + FETCH. 
Lie the case for Phoenix, these new forms combined two simpler and famil- 
iar 3-word syntactic forms, in this case Modifier + Object + Action and 
Indirect Object + Direct Object + FETCH. For both dolphins, responding 
to these new forms continued reliably as new instances were given at irregular 
intervals over a several month period. In all cases, the new instances were 
embedded within lists of sentences of a variety of syntactic forms. 

In addition to these illustrations, Phoenix’s appropriate responding to sen- 
tences having linked action words (FETCH THRU or FETCH UNDER), 
her appropriate multiple responding to newly conjoined sentences, and 
Akeakamai’s ability to respond appropriately to a meaningful segment within 
an otherwise anomalous string of words, provided further examples of these 
dolphins’ ability to process structural novelty. The latter two examples are 
taken up again later. 

Premack (1976) could find no evidence for the production of structural 
novelty by his apes, a point emphasized by Fodor et al. (1974) in their critique 
of the accomplishments of the chimp Sarah. However, Premack (1976, p. 15) 
does report that the chimpanzee “can comprehend five or six sentence forms 
structurally different from any on which it was trained’* (italics added). It 
wouki be interesting to know the details for each of these forms. However, 
Premack gives but a single example, stating that the chimps were able to 
understand a sentence of the type “Sarah (or Peony or Elizabeth) take red 
dish,” after having been taught separately only sentences of the type “Sarah 
(or Peony or Elizabeth) take X,” where X could be ‘dish’ or ‘red’ or, presum- 
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ably, other words (also see Bremack, 1971, p. 211). There does not seem to 
be any substantial evidence from the other studies of ape language abilities 
of the production or understanding of novel sentence forms. Ristau and Rob- 
bins ( 1979) su sted that the chimp Lana (Rumbaugh, 1977) may have pro- 
duced novel sentences that extended beyond lexical novelty. However, these 
authors later deferred (Ristau and Robbins, 1982) to sub:iequent reports from 
Rumbaugh and hi:i associates (Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1980) that, on closer 
evaluation, Lana in fact failed to demonstrate any ability to process syntactic 
information. 

Premack (1971) emphasized that Sarah could understand a uord that was 
taught in the couext of one syntactic structure when it was 1a:er used in a 
different syntactic structure. Of course, this is precisely wh:tt was done 
throughout most of our extensive testing of the dolphins’ responses to lexi- 
tally novel sentences. A new word was taught in the simplest of ccntexts, 
either by itself 0:~ in a 2-word sentence frame. Later, it was used in more 
complex syntactic forms (e.g., 3-word or 4-word sentences) and the under- 
standing of the new sentences in which it was embedded was tested by exa- 
mining Trial-l data. As with Premack’s illustrations, this is not the same as 
the understanding of structural novelty because each syntactic structure was, 
with the exceptions noted earlier, specifically trained. 

In summary, the dolphins have exhibited some understanding of structural 
novelty, as did, apparently, the chimps tutored by Premack. Al:;o, like Pre- 
mack’s chimps, words taught in the context of one fami1ia.r syntactic form 
were immediately understood when used in a different familiar syntactic 
form. In further research with the dolphins, it will be important to continue 
to test for their understanding of novel syntactic structures. 

Sensitivity to word order (syntactic understanding) 

Semartically reversibJe sentences 
A further line of evidence for sentence processing ability was the dolphins’ 

understanding of semantically reversible sentences. These sentences required 
the transport of one named object to another named object, with both objects 
capable of being transported. The order of appearance of the object words 
in the sentence indicated their function as direct or indirect object. For 
Phoenix, the direct object was the first named object, and for Akeakamai, it 
was the second named object. Responses to these types of sentences are 
particularly revealing of the dolphins’ understanding of syntax. During the 
1982 calibration tests Phoenix responded wholly correctly to 77% of the 128 
semantically reversible 3-,4-, and S-word sentences given her. More than half 
of these were novel sentences. During the same calibration series, Akeakamai 
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responded wholly correctly to 59% of the 69 3- and 4-word semanticaly 
reversible sentences given her. Again, more than half of these were novel. 
Recall that the inverse notation of Akeakamai’s FETCH rule appears to 
place a greater demand on attentional and memory resources than does 
Phoenix’s ‘left-to-right’ rule. Nevertheless, as with the prior data reviewed, 
the performance levels of both dolphins very greatly exceeded chance expec- 
tations, which were on the order of no more than 4% correct responses. 

An important index of the dolphins’ understanding of the syntactic struc- 
ture of these semantically reversible sentences was the extreme rarity of re- 
versal errors. In only one instance for Phoenix, and in none for Akeakamai, 
was a specified indirect object taken to a specified direct object. If the rules 
had not been well understood, a reversal error rate on the order of 50% 
might have been expected. In fact, the correct direct object was selected and 
transported in over 94% of Phoenix’s semantically reversible sentences and 
in over 95% of Akeakamai’s. Errors were mainly the selection of the incor- 
rect indirect object, or its modifier, or (for Akeakamai) the modifier of direct 
object. That both dolphins could carry out the instructions conveyed by the 
FETCH sentences showed that syntactic forms need not be engineered to 
favor sequential linear response chaining or be organized in any particular 
sequence. The ability of the dolphins to respond to wholly arbitrary syntactic 
forms, and that the syntactic forms for the FETCH sentences were radically 
different for the two dolphins, provide analogies with the ability of adult 
humans to process the diverse syntactic forms that can be found across natural 
languages. 

4 number of studies have examined the ability of children to process word- 
order information in semantically reversible sentences. For example, a child 
may be provided with appropriate toys or puppets and asked to enact sen- 
tences such as “The dog chased the butterfly,” or its semantic reversal, “The 
butterfly chased the dog” (Strohner and Nelson, 1974). Young children have 
difficulty in processing tbis type of syntactic information correctly, and tend 
to rely instead on context cues or semantic cues that derive from their experi- 
ences or expectations; for example, they ignore the improbable event that 
the butterfly chased the dog, and instead make the dog chase the butterfly 
(also see Bever, 1970; Clark et al., 1974). The de ViIliers (J. de Villiers and 
de Villiers, 1!)73) showed that children with a mean length of utterance 
(MU) of 1.5 morphemes per utterance, or less, were unable to use word- 
order information present in semantically reversible active or passive sen- 
tences. Children with MLUs between 1.5 and 3.0 understood the reversible 
active forms, but not the passive forms, while children with MLUs of 3.0 or 
greater understood both forms. MLUs of less than 1.5 characterize children 
in stage 1 of sentence learning (Brown, 1973), while MLUs of 3.0 or greater 
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characterize Stages IV or V. The de Villiers noted that the ability to under- 
stand the function of word order alone, without relying c:n semantic cues, 
develops at MtUs of greater than lS-corresponding roughly to a 

ical age of greater than 24 months-which is later than the appenr- 
rrect’ word order in spontaneous speech (also see Chapman and 

Miller, 19X). Strohner and Nelson (1974) reported that 3-year olds corlsis- 

tently used extra-syntactic strategies in processing semantically reversible sen- 
tences, resultin in many errors in comprehension. In contrast, 5-year olds 
were able to utilize the syntactic information and interpreted the sentences 
correctly. Similar results were obtained by Chapman and Miller (1975), who 
concluded that “. . . the young English-speaking child’s use of word order 
information as a cue to subject and object status (in semantically reversible 
sentences) is limited” (p. 18). 

A study by McNeil! et al. (1971) is interesting for our purposes in that it 
examined the effects of variations in the ordering of direct object and indirect 
object on responses of Japanese children to 3-word imperative sentences. In 
the Japanese language, the direct object (DO) and indirect object (IO) are 
marked by suffixes and may appear in either order. The verb (V) always 
appears last in the sentence. (One legitimate syntactic form is IO + DO -t 
V, which is the form for the 3-word FETCH and IN sentencers in Akeakamai’s 
gestural language.) The children were required to move on2 named toy (the 
DO) so that it touched the other named toy (the IO). The chance perfor- 
mance level was 50% correct responses in that only two to,ys at a time were 
available to the child. Over all orderings of IO, DO, and V, !md all conditions 
of marking the IO, or the DO, or both, children between >:3 and 3:l years 
gave 53% correct responses, no better than chance. The two:older groups (317 
to 46 and 50 to 5:7) gave 82% and 71% correct responies, respectively. 
During the 1982 calibration tests, Phoenix gave 8890 cforrect responses 
to her 30word form (DO -t V + IO), while Akeakamai i;ave 60% correct 
responses to her 3-word form (IO + DO +- V). It should be recalled that 
chance levels for the dolphins were less than 4%, since there was no restric- 
tion on choice of abjects. 

Hoban (1983) studied the responses of children between 2:6 and 5:ll 
years of age to anomalous imperative sentences constructed like those given 
the dolphins by Herman et al., Reference Note 1. The goal of the Hoban 
study was to help reveal the children’s “sense of grammaticality” (e.g., cf. 
Brown et al., 1964; P. de Villiers and de Villiers, 1972: Shipley et al., 1969; 
Petretic and Tweney, 1977); a similar goal for the dolphins characterized the 
Herman et al. study. The results of Herman et al. revealed that in responding 
to syntactic anomalies the dolphins depended greatly on their acquired 
knowledge of the syntactic structure of their respective languages. The dol- 
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phins’ responses to these anomalies were mainly rejections, indicated by their 
refusal to respond, or transformations, indexed by lexical substitutisn. An 
example of a lexical substitution would be to jump over the frisbee (= “FWIS- 
BEE OVER”), if given the reversed syntax, OVER HOOP, rather than the 
correct syntax HOOP OVER. The dolphins rarely acted on all elements of 
a syntactically ungrammatical command, carrying it out as if the word order 
were undisturbed. In contrast, Hoban found that children of all ages were as 
likely simply to execute a syntactically reversed command as they were to 
reject it or to transform it by lexical substitution. 

Perhaps we can conclude from this brief review that the dolphins’ under- 
standing of the function of word order, as revealed by their utilization of 
syntactic information, was well developed in comparison with that reported 
for very young children. However, we have deliberately tutored the dolphins 
in the importance and function of word order. In contrast, children may 
experience relatively less tutoring. With deliberate instruction, children (of 
from 30 to 40 months of age) may show at least temporary gains in their 
ability to use syntactic information (Nelson, 1977; Nelson et al., 1973). 

Among the researchers ‘into ape language, Premack (1971,1976) has made 
the most extensive investigations of syntactic understanding. For example, 
the preposition ON was used to describe semantically reversible relations 
between objects-e.g., RED ON GREEN verSuS GREEN ON RED. Plastic 
symbols were used for the indicated words. The ape was required to place 
one colored object on top of another in accordance with the instructions 
given by such strings. Premack reports good performance in these tests. How- 
ever, as stressed by Terrace (1979), the tests for understanding of these rela- 
tions were limited in that generally only two objects were available at a time, 
there was no contrasting preposition, and there were considerable contextual 
cues available. Also, once again, the Trial-l data on transfer tests were in- 
complete. Consequently, it is not possible to evaluate to what degree Sarah 
was able to use syntactic information, as opposed to lexical, semantic and/or 
context information in processing the sentences given. In contrast, our proce- 
dures for testing responses to novel semantically reversible sentences, or to 
novel sentences containing modifiers whose location in the sentence relative 
to that of objects determined meaning, or to novel syntactic forms, provided 
Trial-l data under controlled conditions and gave extensive evidence of syn- 
tactic processing. Also, the recent testing of Akeakamai demonstrated that 
she could reliably discriminate between FETCH and IN in parallel sentences 
containing direct and indirect objects. FETCH may be interpreted as func- 
tionally equivalent to the preposition ‘to’ (= ‘take to’) and IN as functionally 
equivalent to the preposition ‘into’ or ‘onto’ (= ‘put into’ or ‘put onto’). 

Seidenberg and Petitto (1979) doubted that any of the apes trained in sign 
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were sensitive to syntactic structure. Three criteria for such struc- 
iven: (a) that signs in isolation have particular meaning; (6) that 

different linear combinations of signs have different meaning; and (c) that 
each type of ordering is not specific to a unique set of lexical items. In our 
studies, these criteria were fully met by the semantically reversible sentences. 
The ability of the dolphins to respond to these sentences correctly gives the 
first substantial evidence of syntactic processing of a string of lexical items by 
animals. 

Modifier placement 
Additional evidence for syntactic processing is found in the dolphins’ re- 

sponses to sentences having modifiers of direct and/or indirect object. For 
both languages, the modifier always precedes the object modified. However, 
an interesting case occurs in Akeakamai’s grammar for 4-word sentences of 
the type Indirect Object + Modifier + Direct Object + FETCH. Here, the 
modifier is sandwiched between two object words but is intended to modify 
only the direct object. In its proximity, however, it might as easiiy be attached 
to the indirect object. Moreover, Akeakamai has had experience with mod- 
ified indirect objects in the sentence form Modifier + Indirect Object + 
Direct Object + FETCH. Nevertheless, in those sentences in which the mod- 
ifier was sandwiched between the indirect and direct object names, 
Akeakamai almost always correctly attached the modifier to the direct object. 
In effect, Akeakamai had to utilize the concepts of adjacence and prece- 
dence. The adjacence rule allows her to attach the modifier only to the first 
object word in the form Modifier + Indirect Object + Direct Object + 
FETCH. The precedence rule allows her to relate the modifier only to the 
second object word in the form Indirect Object + Modifier + Direct Object 
+ FETCH. In summary, the understanding of the function of object names 
as direct or indirect objects, and of how modifiers may be attached to object 
names, further illustrate the considerable sensitivity of the dolphins to syntac- 
tic structure. 

Aiternative relatisnal terms 
We have already noted that Akeakamai’s knowledge of the FETCH gram- 

mar generalized readily to the a1tGrnate relational word IN. Akeakamai 
clearly recognized the semantic distinction between FETCH and IN, as indi- 
cated by the rarity of performing one action when given the other (Table 9), 
but, at the same time, also appreciated their syntactic similarity. Of ultimate 
importance for the demonstration of syntactic knowledge was the finding that 
Akeakamai immediately understood the complete IN syntax, Indirect Object 
+ Direct Object + IN, after having been exposed to IN only as a single word. 
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On the first occasion that an IN sentence was given--BASKET HOOP IN-- 
Akeakamai swam to the hoop, carried it to the basket, and correctly placed 
it inside. All of Akeakamai’s named objects were present in the tank at the 
time, and the test was made using procedures that guarded against nonlinguis- 
tic cues and observer bias. 

Semantic processing and context generalization 

Throughout the period of this study the dolphins gave indications that they 
were responsive to semantic information as well as to syntactic information. 
Semantic processing was shown by the ready generalization of names across 
objects of a class--e.g., new exemplars of HOOP, PERSON, or WINDOW 
were responded to correctly immediately. Other examples of semantic pro- 
cessing were found in the ability to generalize action words to new contexts 
or new objects. There were many instances of correct responses to novel 
sentences in which familiar actions were paired with newly named objects. 
Most interestingly, when confronted with objects or situations that made 
performing a requested action difficult, the dolphins rearranged the cit- 
cumstances to make the response possible or unambiguous. Pulling the 
surfboard away from the tank wall before leaping over it in response to 
SURFBOARD OVER; taking the ball ,‘put of the basket in order to place it 
back in, in response to the word IN; lifting the hoop lying flat on the tank 
bottom into a nearly vertical position in order to be able to swim through it, 
in response to BOlTOM HOOP THRU; and designating the intended indi- 
rect object among a clustered group by carefully positioning the transported 
direct object against only one object in the cluster are but a few examples of 
the deeper level of understanding of the meaning and intent of an action. 
During the testing of responses to anomalous sentences (Herman et al., Re- 
ference Note 1) there were even occasions when the dolphins performed 
actions appropriately that we thought were not possible. One example, given 
earlier, was when both dolphins immediately tossed the stream of water in 
response to WATER TOSS, a sentence we had prejudged to be semantically 
anomalous. We have since incorporated WATER TOSS into the languages 
as a legitimate sentence. 

Modifiers of object, place or direction were also understood very generally. 
Phoenix responded appropriately to SURFACE and BOTTOM whether she 
was at the surface herself, or the bottom of the tank, and regardless of the 
location of the objects relative to her in the horizontal plane. Akeakamai 
correctly responded to LEFI’ and RIGHT as ego-referenced terms, relative 
to her, regardless of where she was positioned around the rim of the circular 
tank at the time that a sentence containing a modifier was given. An interest- 
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ing case was that of the gestural string Modifier + Indirect Object + Direct 
Object -t- FETCH. For sentences of thirs type, Akeakamai was at times re- 
quired to swim in a direction opposite to that signified by the modifier in 
order to retrieve the direct object and bring it back to the indirect object. 
For example, when given the sentence LEFT BALL FRISBEE FETCH (= 
“take the frisbee to the ball on your left”), one ball would be to her left and 
another to her right. If the single frisbee was also to her right, Ak:=akainai 
was required to swim to her right to retrieve the frisbee, ignoring the ball 
nearby that was to her right when she began the trial, and swim back across 
the tank to the ball that was to her left when she began the trial. That she 
was able to do this correctly in most cases suggests an impressive ability to 
represent and maintain the relative locations of objects abstractly. It also 
suggests that the modifier was attached to the object modified, e.g., to the 
left ball in the sentence LEFT BALL FRISBEE FETCH rather than being 
represented as an action, e.g., GO LEm. Both dolphins also showed broad 
generalization across situational contexts. Various signers were used for 
Akeakamai, different instructional stations could be used, and objects could 
be tethered or be freely floating about the tank, all with no substantial effect 
on performance. Also, during formal instructions each dolphin was relatively 
impervious to the behaviors of its companion in the tank although that com- 
panion might be leaping over it, playing ball nearby, etc. This task-oriented 
behavior contrasted sharply with the normally intense attention each dolphin 
gives the other in nontraining situations, and with the high levels of distracti- 
bility reported for apes in all of the language projects. 

Lexical processing arid linguistic reference 

Lexical processing was evident or inferred by a number of behaviors. This 
included a lack of response to those objects or fixtures in the tank that had 
not ye:t been named, and a readiness to respond to such objects when they 
were newly named. .Although a!$signing names to new objects was a relatively 
protracted affair early in training, at later stages in training it was usually 
sufficient to present a new sign (gesture or sound, as appropriate) in the 
presence of a new object, or in the presence of an old object that was un- 
named, and call attention to that object through some extrinsic cue (e.g., 
tapping on the tank wall near the object). The association of the new sign 
with the unnamed referent was then made immediately by the dolphins. The 
word WATER was taught to both dolphins in this way, as was S‘URFBOARD 
and NET and, most recently (for Akeakamai), WINDOW. In other work 
(Herman et al., Reference Note 1) the dolphins’ knowledge of the lexical 
boundaries of their languages was revealed in that unfamiliar (‘nonsense’) 
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gestures or sounds that were occasionally inserted into otherwise meaningful 
sentences led to reje,>tion of the sentence, or to the lexical substitution of an 
appropriate word in t!te vocabulary for the nonsense word. In these latter 
cases, attention was no& directed to unnamed objects. 

In general, we have observed a major qualitative shift during the course 
of the project in the way both dolphins appeared to process the names of 
objects. In the early stages, the dolphins had great difficulty in identifying 
objects located outside of a small circumscribed area near their own location. 
Apparently, the dolphins initially tended to encode the identity of the object 
in terms of its location at the time the instruction was given. If the object 
changed its location easily-eg., if it was driven across the tank by the wind- 
errors in responding to that object name were frequent. The placement of 
the training objects within easy reaching distance in a spatially constrAned 
situation in some of the chimpanzee language projects may have resulted in 
a similar spatial encoding strategy being developed by the chimps, and con- 
sequently in a failure to develop a true referential concept (cf. Savage-Rum- 
baugh et al., 1980). In our project, on the other hand, the situation was 
analogous to a chimp sitting in a room in which objects floated randomly 
about in the air. From necessity, both dolphins over time had to develop an 
ability to encode and search for objects in terms of object attributes rather 
than object locations. This development of a ‘search image’ (see discussion 
in Dawkins (1971) on the distinction between perceptual changes in search 
behavior and changes in the search path) apparently allowed the dolphins to 
locate hidden objects and to respond effectively even if the named objects 
were not present in the tank at the time of instruction, as was demonstrated 
by the ‘displacement‘ testing results, and by the ability to report that the 
specific object referred to in a sentence was not present in the tank. The 
displacement testing showed that spatial encoding, while a convenient 
mnemonic device in situations allowing its use, is not a necessary strategy and 
may even be counterproductive if object locations change frequently. When 
the situation required it, the dolphins were able to depart from mnemonic 
strateg.es using location cues to the more generally useful search-image 
strategy. This was particularly evident in the ‘missing-object’ study, in which 
searches were made for an average of 15 seconds for the missing object, 
before the dolphin reported on the NO paddle that the object was absent. 
The types of searches conducteb-e.g., looking above the water surface for 
the high floating ball or the person at tankside, or swimming near the bottom 
looking up for the flat floating frisbee or pipe-indicated rhat highly specific 
visual search images were used. There was also evidence for the use of acous- 
tic search images. Duringthe displacement testing, the dolphinsoften seemed to 
orient toward the object specified in the sentence solely by the characteristic 
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sound that object made as it struck the water. Recall that during displacement 
testing multiple objects were flung into the tank after the sentence w;?s given. 

These results reveal the extent to which the names used for objects wer: 
understood by the dolphins as symbolic representations of those objects. 
In their discussions of symbolic representation, Savage-Rumbaugh e: al. 
(1983) have su sted that if an ape can use a symbol to refer to a specific 
absent food, rather than to just food in general, then it may have “moved 
beyond associationistic symbol usage to true representational usage” (p. 23). 
They also state that a key question for demonstrating symbolic representation 
is whether an ape can search out and locate an object that was not visibly 
present when the experimenter requested that specific object of the ape. 
These criteria were met, in the receptive mode, in our demonstrations with 
the displacement paradigm and the missing-object paradigm. Of course, the 
bulk of the current receptive performance of the dolphins is characterized by 
an ability to respond to the specific objects referred to by the language sym- 
bols. 

In general, our methods of working with the dolphins suggest a training 
strategy by which an animal may be encouraged to form more complex cog- 
nitive representations in order to carry out the tasks specified by sentences. 
This training emphasizes responding to objects in a variety of situational 
contexts, and more closely resembles the natural environment of a child 
forming a referential concept than does the constrained situation in which a 
referential concept has failed to appear in some of the chimpanzee projects. 

Linguistic features of artificial languages 

The dolphins’ performance in these sentence processing tasks in part reflected 
the characteristics of the artificial languages we created. To what extent do 
these artificial languages model important features of rlatural languages? As 
in natural languages, tacit knowledge of the syntactic rules underlying the 
language was necessary for a correct interpretation of the function of lexical 
items in a sentence, and for an understanding of the unique semantic propo- 
sition being expressed. This is most obvious for the inverse rules in 
Akeakamai’s gestural language. The function of the first object word in a 
sentence cannot be determined until succeeding words have occurred. For 
example, in the sentence BASKET OVER, BASKET functions as a direct 
object; in the sentence BASKET SURFBOARD FETCH or BASKET 
SURFBOARD IN, BASKET functions as an indirect object; and in the 
‘sentence’ BASKET SURFBOARD ERASE, BASKET has no definable 
function, ERASE in effect acting as a metalinguistic instruction cancelling all 
previous lexical items. Finally, in an anomalous construction such as BAS- 
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RET SURFBOARD OVER, the word OVER causes Akeakamai to ignore 
BASKET, but to retain SURFBOARD as a direct object and to leap over 
it. Thus, as in natural languages, both syntactic and semantic processing are 
necessary to interpret the meaning of a sentence. Also, as in natural lan- 
guages, a simple left-to-right processing strategy is inadequate to parse most 
of the sentences of the language. In Akeakamai’s language the functions of 
early words may, in many cases, only be understood (parsed) on the basis of 
succeeding words, a characteristic of natural language processing stressed by 
theoreticians (e.g., Chomsky, 1957; Lashly, 1951). 

In responding to their artificial languages the dolphins appear to attach the 
modifiers to the object names. We may be justified, therefore, in defining 
the modifier + object as one constituent of a sentence. Further research 
would be necessary to define this or other constituents with confidence. Also, 
in further research it would interesting to attempt to interpret the processing 
strategies of the dolphins in reference to strategy models, or other models 
of comprehension processing (cf. Foss and Hakes, 1978, Ch. 4). 

Thus far, our syntactic rules have been limited to sentence forms expressed 
in the imperative mood. The use of the imperative mood has allowed us to 
study comprehension easily, as is the case with the studies of young children 
cited earlier, but the imperative mood is not a necessary constraint of the 
languages. kn further work, the study of the understanding of sentences ex- 
pressed in the indicative mood is planned. For example, a declarative sen- 
tence can be given the dolphin, informing her about the state of some object 
in the tank (e.g., “the ball is [not] in the tank”) or about relations among 
objects (e.g., “the ball is in the basket”). To test comprehension, one might 
then follow the declarative statement with an imperative requiring some ac- 
tion to the object named in the prior statements. The response of the dolphin 
can indicate its understanding of the declarative statement-eg., understand- 
ing would be shown by not searching for the ball after being informed that 
the ball was absent or by looking in the basket if told that the ball was there. 
A question form that asks about objects can also be used to test comprehen- 
sion. For example, the dolphin might be asked: “Is the ball in the tank?” 
Comprehension would be shown by an appropriate “yes” or “no” response. 
Preliminary tests have been made which demonstrate that Akeakamai can 
respond appropriately, yes or no (indicated by a press on one or another of 
two alternative paddles), to questions about the presence or absence of 
named objects. 

Within the imperative mood, a large number of unique sentences can be 
created, limited in number only by the size of the lexicon. Currently, almost 
So0 unique sentences can be generated for the acoustic language and more 
than double that number for the gestural language. Each new lexical item 
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added to the vocabulary greatly enlarges the number of sentences available, 
although that number is still countable. The addition of recursive features to 
the language, as was done in preliminary form through the conjoined sen- 
tences or linked actions given to Phoenix, allows, in principle, for an infinity 
of sentences to be generated. It is noteworthy that without specific training, 
Phoenix responded to most of the conjoined sentences by performing multi- 
ple appropriate responses, and to the linked actions by carrying out appro- 
priate integrated responses. 

other features of natural languages are represented in Dur languages. The 
lexicon is open and can be added to as desired A variety of semantic entities 
are represented in the vocabulary. Although the vocabulary is limited in the 
number of words, the words can be combined and recombined, according to 
the constraints of the set of syntactic rules, into a large number of uniquely 
meaningful sentences. The acoustic and gestural signs are discrete and arbi- 
trary and bear no obvious iconic relation to the things signified. The syntactic 
rules are also arbitrary, and for 3-word and longer relational sentences the 
rules differ across the two languages. However, within allanguage there is a 
logical consistency of rules across the different types of se?l:ences. In the case 
of 3- and 4-word sentences more than one type of sentence! can be constructed 
within each language. P’or some sentences, word ordec is 6n important deter- 
minant of meaning: the same words arranged in different orders convey dif- 
ferent instructions. Although our trainers can easily exchange roles as sender 
or receiver of gestural signs (cf. interchangeability criterion of Hackett 
(1960)), as demonstrated in some of our blind observer techniques in which 
messages are transmitted to trainers via gestures, we have not yet im- 
plemented extensive techniques for language production by the dolphins. 
Thus, the dolphins (rather than the languages) have not yet demonstrated 
interchangeability. 

Implications for cognitive structures and processing 

That two different language mediums were used with roughly equal success 
implies that the cognitive skills underlying comprehension competency in the 
dolphin are very general and not specialized with respect to either the audi- 
tory or visual modality. In many learning tasks with animals, modality-specific 
learning constraints are evidenced (Hinde and Stevenson-Hinde, 1973; Selig- 
man, 1970). Although acoustic information of almost any type is easily pro- 
cessed and manipulated by the bottlenosed dolphin, severe constraints on 
visual learning occur when the visual information is represented by static 
forms or simple brightness levels (Herman, 1980). No such visual-learning 
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constraints occurred with1 the gestures used in this study. The gestures provide 
visual information as a spatial-temporal pattern of movements and are qual- 
itatively different from the simple static forms or brightness images that, 
despite good visual acuity (Herman et al., 1975), cause much difficulty for 
the bottlenosed dolphin. The patterned character of the gestural signs is 
analogous to the patterned character of the acoustic signals used with 
Phoenix, and to many other types of acoustic information as well. That is, 
an acoustic signal ‘unfolds’ a pattern over time; it is this temporal structure 
which contains the bulk of the information for recognizing the sound. Thus, 
the good levels of performance achieved in the acoustic and gestural modes 
may reflect the in-common temporal-pattermng character of the information 
to be processed. If so, amodal centers for the processing and integration Df 
temporal-pattern informlation may be particularly well elaborated in t.h.2 
bottlenosed dolphin and may function as important cognitive acquisition de- 
vices. 

In their ability to utilize both acoustic and visual information in these 
tasks, the dolphins have shown a greater response flexibility than have the 
‘linguistic’ apes, who appear to be largely restricted to the visual modality, 
at least for the production of language (e.g., see the early work of Kellogg 
and Kellogg (1933) and Hayes (1951)). Patterson (1978b) and Fouts (Fouts 
et al., 1976) have used both spoken English and American sign language in 
interactions with their apes. In some cases, both speech and signing are used 
simultaneously. That the two language forms have very different structural 
rules (B. Gardner and Gardner, 1979; Seidenberg and Petitto, 1979) should, 
in theory, make such joint communication problematical. At the least, careful 
dissection of what is actually understood in each medium is required. 
Critiques of Patterson’s (1978b) tests of Koko’s understanding of vocal and 
signed instructions have already been noted (Terrace et al., 1981). The work 
reported in Fouts et al. (1976) was restricted to the transfer of object refer- 
ence from spoken English to signs, and did not involve sentence understand- , 
ing. 

For both dolphins, thle lexical and syntactical constraints on words and on 
groups of words must be understood in order to make a correct semantic 
interpretation of the sentence. Much of Akeakamai’s language cannot be 
understood by parsing t:he information given by a string of words from left 
to right. In the case of some of the anomalies described the words to be 
related were not adjacent to one another in the sentence. That Akeakamai 
was able to extract meaning from the sentences given her under these condi- 
tions suggests an impressive ability to construct a representation of the world 
referred to by her language and of the variety of propositions about that 
world that may be stated by the language. Phoenix’s performance, while 
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btccsmpiished within P Img~uage in which the left-to-right structure was gener- 
ally consistent with how the information must be evaluated, was nevertheless 
equally impressive in its demonstration of lexical and syntactic processing, 
and of representation. These features of the dolphins’ processing of sentences 
greatly expand the earlier descriptions of the cognitive abilities and charac- 
teristics of bottlenosed dolphins (Werman, 1980). 

Summary and conclusions 

This study has demonstrated that bottlenosed dolphins can underst.and im- 
perative sentences, and that, in so doing, they utilize both the semantic and 
the syntactic components of the sentences. 

The dolphins were able to cope with different language modes, auditory 
(Phoenix) or visual (Akeakamai), and with different grammars, respectively 
linear or nonlinear (inverse). Both dolphins understood the significance of 
constituent order, in that different orders correlated with different meanings. 
Within the nonlinear grammar, Akeakamai demonstrated her ability to assign 
and reassign functions to earlier words in a sentence, i.e., to parse the sen- 
tence, on the basis of a succeeding word or words. She also understood that 
the word ERASE canceled all operations on prior words. ERASE thus ap- 
peared to function as a metalinguistic term, similar to an English phrase such 
as ‘Forget it!’ That modifier placement also modulated meaning, as deter- 
mined by the criteria of adjacence and precedence, was also understood by 
Akeakamai. _Akeakamai’s modifiers were ego-referenced terns (RIGHT and 
LEFT) while Phoenix’s were environmentally-referenced terms (SURFACE 
and BO’ITOM), yet both types were used appropriately by the respective 
dolphins. 

The concept that signs stand for referents seems to come easily to the 
dolphins at their present stage of deveiopment, although there was initial 
difficulty in assigning signs to objects (but not to actions). All of the signs 
used were discrete, arbitrary, and noniconic. The essential features of the 
gestural signs were apparently extracted easily by Akeakamai, as there could 
be considerable variability in signs across trainers, in the location of trainers, 
etc,, without disruption of Akeakamai’s performance. By their nature as 
computer-generated sounds there was relatively little variability within given 
sounds in Phoenix’s language. Both dolphins generalized readily from one 
instance of a class of referent to other exemplars of that class. Both dolphins 
generalized their action responses broadly, for example, by manipulating 
object placement or position in order to carry out requested actions on the 
objects. Both were able to respond appropriately to sentences given with no 
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objects present in the tank (displacement), by operating on the designated 
object when all objects were later introduced at once. Also, both dolphins 
were able to ‘report’ spontaneously that a particular object referred to was 
absent, by searching for the missing object and then returning to their stations 
without taking any action. The report procedure was later formalized for 
Akeakamai, who reported on a ‘NO’ paddle that the object searched for was 
absent. These various demonstrations were strong indications that the signs 
had acquired word-like (referential) characteristics. 

Both dolphins understood lexically novel sentences and both understood 
structural novelty, as well. The data on lexical novelty were extensive and 
revealed the dolphins* ability to understand new combinations of words incor- 
porated into any of the five or six different sentence furms tested. The data 
on structural novelty included several examples in which new structural slots 
were added to sentences. 

Preliminary tests showed that Phoenix, without any specific training, 
tended to give appropriate multiple responses when sentences were conjoined 
and to give appropriate integrated responses when two action words were 
linked to form a new response instruction. This was further evidence for the 
understanding of structural novelty and also demonstrated the immediate 
understanding of recursive features added to the language. 

T.he performance of the dolphins in these various tasks stands apart from 
models of sequences of behavior as rotely learned linear S-R chains (e.g., 
Keller and Schoenfeld, 1950; Skinner, 1938; see Terr.:rce (1983) for further 
discussion). The concept of a chain as “composed of a (linear) series of 
responses joined together by stimuli that act both as conditioned reinforcers 
and as discriminative stimuli” (Reynolds, 1968, p. 53), still serves as a 
technological model for the development of ‘complex’, behaviors in animals, 
including pigeons, pet dogs, and porpoises trained irl oceanariums. In the 
oceanarium, to train a dolphin to swim through a gate, after teaching it to 
swim through a hoop, the animal is retrained specijically, and usually at 
length, in the new behavior, i.e., a new chain of responses is painfully con- 
structed (e.g., Batteau and Markey, 1968). In contrast, by utilizing the con- 
cept of a sentence as a sequence of recombinable lexical elements held to- 
gether by syntactic rules, we need only replace the word HOOP with the 
word GATE in the imperative form HOOP THRU in order to achieve the 
desired response immediately. We rely on the dolphin’s understatkding of the 
concepts of object and action names, and of the laws for their combination, 
rather than on her understanding of the contingencies between stimulus, re- 
sponse and reward. Also, in contrast to demonstrations that animals may 
learn to order their responses in a fixed sequence to a largely invariant set 
of nonlexical stimuli (e.g., four different-colored lights that must be pecked 
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by a pigeon in a prescribed order; Straub et al., 1979; Terrace, I983), we are 
with a lexicon that is open and a linguistic system having the property 

of recombinability of elements to form new sequences. Furthermore, it is not 
the lexical items themselves that are to be operated on, but their referents. 

Most conceptions of natural communication within nonhuman animal 
species emphasize the rather limited and fixed repertoire of messages that 
may be transmitted among the members of the group (e.g., Smith, 1977). 
‘The US@ of arbitrary vocal signals to reference different predators has been 
reported for a number of species of birds and mammals (e.g., Ryden, 1978; 
Seyfarth et ~1.. 1980; but cf. Dennett, 1983), but we know of no well- 
documented instances in the natural world of the creation or understandung 
of new symbols. That the dolphins in this study were able to understand that 
arbitrary symbols referred to real-world objects, and that they were able to 
understand novel messages comprised of new arrangements of these symbols, 
is a departure from what is generally accepted about natural forms of animal 
communication. Possibly it should alert us to look more carefully and crea- 
tively at natural communication in animals (cf. Griffin, 1981; also see Marler, 
1977; Ristau and Robbins, 1982). It may also be that the reaiization of these 
potentials for processing new forms of information reflects the enhancing 
effects on knowledge structures and cognitive processes of special, intensive, 
and protracted education, such as we gave our dolphins and as is the case 
with human formal education. 

Finally, our work, in its emphasis on comprehension rather than produc- 
tion, is a radical departure from the bulk of the language work with apes. 
Savage-Rumbaugh et al. (1980) reviewed extensive data from the ape lan- 
guage studies, and concluded that production does not necessarily (or even 
usuaUy) imply comprehension. Researchers of child language have long been 
sensitive to the differences between production and comprehension (e.g., 
Bloom, 1974; Chapman and Miller, 1975; Fraser et al., 1963). Savage-Rum- 
baugh et al. (19gO) noted, as did Seidenberg and Petitto (1979, 1981) and 
Terrace (1979), the paucity of tests for comprehension in most of the ape 
language studies. The most extensive prior work on comprehension has been 
that of Premack (1971, 1976). Some of the limitations in that work were 
noted earBier, as were limitations in the reports of comprehension in the work 
of other researchers into ape language abilities. It does seem unfortunate that 
research into animal language has chosen to emphasize production, when 
comprehension is much easier to control and measure. As McNeil1 (1970) 
stated in his discussion of reasons for studying comprehension in humans “in 
comprehension the investigator knows what the input to the process is-it is 
the sentence comprehended. Thus, when comprehension fails, the source of 
trouble can be located. The same cannot be said for production” (p. 11). Our 
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procedures for studying language comprehension in bottlenosed dolphins 
have been successful along the lines suggested by McNeill: the input is well 
defined, both for the investigator and for the animals, and quantitative mea- 
sures of comprehension capabilities and limitations relevant to general and 
specific linguistic issues are obtainable. The results we have obtained thus far 
demonstrating the understanding of sentences by bottlenosed dolphins invite 
the reconsideration of animal linguistic competency and its continued study 
by these techniques. Expanded research with the dolphins is needed to 
explore the boundaries of the competency established, including the ability 
for productive language and limitations on productive language relative to 
receptive language. Especially important will be studies that further reveal 
how the dolphins process the information contained in the sentences, and the 
concepts that they hold about the language elements and language tasks. It 
seems likely to us, also, that the application of our language-comprehension 
procedures to apes or other animals would prove interesting and fruitful. 

Appendix 

The probability of a correct chance response to a sentence 

A useful method for evaluating the chance probability of a correct response 
by each dolphin to a particular sentence is to build models that can generate 
the languages. The probability that the model will generate the sentence can 
then be determined. 

Different models for determining chance probabilities can be constructed, 
depending upon assumptions about the use of semantic and syntactic informa- 
tion. For example, finite-state models can be used to generate many of the 
sentences of natural languages. These models are not adequate for fully de 
scribing human languages, however, because any finite-state model powerful 
enough to generate complex sentences incorporating syntactic relationships 
between nonadjacent words will also generate nonsense sentences (Chomsky, 
1965). In generating a sentence, finite-state models (Markov processes) take 
into account only the present state (the currcat word in a sentence) and the 
transition probabilities for the succeeding word. For that reason, they are 
often referred to as left-to-right models. 

Each of the artificial languages of this study can be generated by an appro- 
priate finite-state model. Without evidence of a need for a more complex 
model at the present stage of language development, the finite-state model 
is a reasonable conservative choice for expressing chance probabilities. It 
should be understood, however, that a model that is sufficient for generating 
the sentences of a language is not necessarily sufficient for processing the 
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information contained in the sentences (Peters and Ritchie, 1967). To parse 
a serbtense, for example, it may be necessary to depend on right-to-left rela- 
tions or on relations between nonadjacent words. Hence, as discuslied 
elsewhere in this paper, the dolphins may not be able to understand some of 
the sentences givc.n them through a simple left-to-right processing strategy. 

The chance probabilities obtained for the finite-state model are shown in 
Table Al, as a function of each sentence form in each language. For that 
reason, it may also be referred to as a syntactic form model. To generate 
these probabilities, a separate path for each syntactic form is generated. 
Additionally, within each form, where appropriate, restrictions on the choice 
of semantic element are placed dependent on the function of the word in the 
sentence. Thus, in relational sentences only transportable items may be used 
as direct objects. Further restrictions are necessary to exclude certain combi- 
nations that are nonsensical, such as SPEAKER THRIJ, an instruction to 
swim through the underwater speaker. E’ly these pro(lzedures, the probability 
of a correct chance response to a sentence of a given syntactic form red.uces 
to one over the number of legal sentences of that form that can be expressed 
in the language under consideration. The number of possible sentences in 
each syntactic category within each language were obtained from Tables 6 
and 7. The derived chance probability values ranged from 0.0114 to 0.0357 
for Phoenix and from 0.0071 to 0.0167 for Akeakamai. Since the number of 
possible sentences has grown considerably since the data for Tables 6 and 7 
were generated, as discussed elsewhere in this paper, the tabled probability 
values are actually high for the present state of the languages. In an absolute 
sense, however, they are quite low and reveal that the probability of a correct 
chance response is in all cases very improbable. In evaluating the numeric 
data given in the Results section of this paper, these probabilities were en- 
tered into the summed binomial distribution function to determine signifi- 
cance levels for the obtained results. 

The material provided in the results sections evidences the dolphins’ use 
of semantic and syntactic information arid suggests that evaluating chance 
probabilities within a syntactic category is appropriate. Additional evidence 
for the use of semantic and syntactic information by the dolphins is found in 
Table A2. The table shows the results t:)f chi-squared analyses of the fre- 
quency of errors occurring within and outside of the syntactic category rep- 
resented by the sentence given. A hypothcticai example of an error falling 
outside of the given syntactic category would be Phoenix responding to the 
Object + Action sentence HOOP OVER. by taking the hoop to the speaker, 
as if given the Direct Object + Action + Indirect Object sentence HOOP 
PETCH SPEAKER. Similarly, a hypothetical instance of Akeakamai’s re- 
sponse departing from the given syntactic category would be her responding 
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Table Al. The probability (p, of Q correct chance response to a sentence as derived 
from the finite.~state model 

____ ______ ___~_ _ . . ~._~___ -_. 

Phoenix Akeakamai 
--1_ ~- _- 

Sentence type Probability Sentence type Probability 

DO+A 0.0122 DO+A 0.0147 
M+DO+A 0.0185 M+DO+A 0.0089 
DO+A+IO 0.01167 lO+DO+A 0.0167 
DO+A+M+IO 0.0357 M+lO+DO+A 0.0071 
M+DO+A+IO 0.0114 lO+M+DO+A 0.0119 
M + DO c A + M + 10 0.0179 

to the Indirect Object + Direct Object + FETCH sentence, PIPE FRISBEE 
FETCH, by touching the pipe on her left with her tail as if given the Modifier 
+ Direct Object + Action sentence LEFT PIPE TAIL-TOUCH. 

Using the data obtained during the citlibration sessions (Tables 6 and 7), 
which are comprised of responses to all of the sentences in the language at 
the time of that testing or a representative sample of these, Table A2 shows 
rthe total number of sentence errors in each syntactic category and the actual 
number of these errors which fell outside of the syntactic category. TWO 
methods were used to determine the expected number falling outside of a 
category (‘outlier’ errors). One method assumes that errors distribute them- 
se’lves equally over all syntactic categories. The other assumes that errors 
distribute themselves in proportion to the number of sentences in each categ- 
ory. In. either case, the obtained chi-square values were significant at less 
than the 0.01 level, indicating that errors fell outside of the given syntactic 
category significantly less often than would be expected by chance: 

An ‘independent elements’ model that assumes a restriction of choice to 
the appropriate syntactic form could also be constructed. In this model each 
semantic element in a sent&e of a given form is chosen independently of 
other semantic elements in that sentence. Selection is accomplished by choos- 
ing from among all available representatives of a semantic element. For 
example, for a 2-word Object + Action sentence it is assumed that the dol- 
phin selects the designated object from among all available objects and then 
selects the designated action from among all available actions. The probabil- 
ity of a correct response to the sentence by chance would then be given as 
l/o K l/u, where o is the number of objects available and u is the number of 
actions available. Similarly, chance performance on a Modifier + Object + 
Action sentence would be given as l/m x l/o x l/u, where m is the number 
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Syntur 

The number of sentence errors in ea!h syntactic category and the observed 
i and expeetd number ojthese errors farfing outside of the syntactic category 

Phoamia’ 
DO+A 
M+DO+A 
DO+A+IQ 
M+DO+=A+IO 
BO+A+M+IO 
M+DO+A+M+lO 

__ ..____ _. __.___..__ ---. 4. --.---.------ ---- 

No. errors outside of syntactic form 

No. unique Sentence - _-. __ _ _ -__.___ 

sentences errors Observed Expecteda Expectedb 
.~ ._~_ _. .._.____ .._. 

82 s 1 4.17 3.89 
54 5 3 4.17 4.27 

60 7 4 5.83 5.86 
2n 8 4 6.67 7.39 

88 14 3 11.67 10.65 
56 16 4 13.33 If.57 

Chi-Square Valued (d.f. = 5) 17.84’ 16.93’ 
I_-~-____ _..- -..._._ x-_- -----...-_ ..- .- ____ ____-___ 

AkeakatnaF 

DO+A 68 4 I 3.20 3.41 

M+DO+A 112 5 0 4.00 3.79 

lO+DO+A 60 24 8 ‘19.20 20.90 

M-t-lO+D@+A ~4 (29) 7 3 5.60 5.73 

lO+M+DO+A 140 (39) 13 5 10.40 9.08 

Chi-Square Valued (d.f. = 4) 16.06’ 16.59’ 
~----___- __.. ---. -.._____ --______ 

Note. Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of sentences actually given during the 1982 calibration tests: 

numbers not in parentheses are the number potentially available and were used to compute the expected 
values. 

‘P < 0.01. 
‘Based an assigning 516th (Phaenix) or 4/5th (Akeakamai) of the observed sentence errors as ‘outlier’ 

erron. 

bBased on assigning the observed sentence errors as ‘autlier’ errors proportionally to the number of sen- 
tences. 

Ihe first three columns of numeric data are from Table 6. 
‘?he indicated chi-square values are obtained by comparing the differences between the expected and ob- 

served frequencies in the standard chi-square formula. 
OThe first three columns of numeric data are from Table 7. 

of modifiers available and o and u are as previously defined. Using this 
model, chance probability levels for each syntactic form ranged from 0.0003 
to O.OQ85 for Phoenix’s language and from 0.000‘7 to 0.0101 for Akeakamai’s. 
These probabilities are considerably lower than those of the finite-state 
model, and reflect the generation of wholly inappropriate sentences that do 
not take into account any restriction on the function of words. 

Completely random models of choice assume that there are no semantic 
or syntactic constraints on the choice of words, and allow for highly inappro- 
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priate responses to sentences given, i.e., for responses that bear no relation 
to the instructions given. Such models yield very low probabilities of 8 correct 
chance response to a sentence. For example, a model based on random equi- 
probable choice among all of the sentences available in a given artificial 
!anguage would yield probabilities on the order of 0.005 to 0.002, depending 
on the particular language and the stage of training at which the comprehen- 
sion testing was carried out. Even smaller probabilitier. ould be obtained 
from models that assume that responses to each word are chosen at random 
from among all language-controlled responses. Assuming that the number of 
responses corresponds to the number of words given in the sentence, chance 
probabilities decrease exponentially as the number of words increases. Prob- 
abilities on the order of 0.002 would be obtained for Z-word sentences and 
on the order 3.5 x 10e6 for $-word sentences. These models of completely 
random choice are inappropriate and not conservative, given what is known 
about the dolphins’ responses. . 

Other models uf chance could be developed, but it would be largely an 
exercise rather than of practice : ’ L 1 rmport . For example, models based on the 
grouping of words into phrases could be developed. Our analyses of such 
models showed that they yielded probability values which bracketed the val- 
ues for the finite-state model. In the absence of sufficient information for 
choosing among these phrase groupings or, indeed, for choosing any phrase- 
structure model at all, it seemed unwise to consider these models further at 
this time. 

In conclusion, the finite-state model was chosen to represent the levels of 
responding to be expected by chance. This model takes inta account the 
utilization of syntactic and semantic information by the dolphins and is con- 
servative. It yields higher chance probabilities than do the other models con- 
sidered, except for portions of the phrase-structure model. 
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Cette &ude porte sur h comprehension des phrases imp&atives darts des langues aPtificiellea par deux dauphins 
(Tumiops truncuw). Le premier dauphin (Phoenix) a 4t6 instruit avec un Ir ngage acoustique dont Ies tnots 
&aieut g&t&Is par uu computer B travers des hauts parleurs sow-marine. Avec I’autre dauphin (Akeakamai) 
on a utiIis4 un Iangage visuel dont les mots correspondent aux gestes de bras ou de mains d’un inrtructeur. 
Lob mats correspondant B des agents, des objets, des modificateurs d’objets, des actions pouvainnt sc combiner 
:&I une drie de r6gIes syntaxiques pour doMer une centaint da phrases significatives de 2 B 5 mats. Ces 
phrases correspondaient it des ordres enjoignant aux dauphins d’effectuer des actions rolatives aux objets 
d&tomes ou aux modificateurs. La comprehension se mesurait par l’acuitb de la r@onse a I’ordre et Ctait 
test& de fa9on B ce que soient 4Iimin4s les biais contextuels, les indices non linguistiques et lea biais de 
Pobservateur. La compr6hension des dauphins a 6t6 trts euphieurc 8 I’aIOatoire pour toutes les formes et tous 
Ies sens de tows les phrases possibles engendrtes B partir du Iexique et des r&g&s syntaxiques. EIIe in&t 
(a) des Phrases IexicaIement nouvelles; (6) des phrases struchuellement nouvelles; (c) des phrases sbmantique- 
ment reversibIes ex@mant des relations entre objets; (a) des phrases air un changemeat dans la place du 
mm chatwait Ie sens donut; (e) des phrases conjointes (Phoenix). Panni les awes capacIt& on 
trouve une g&&aIisation importante et immediate des items Iexicaux aux exemphtires des objets; Ia caps&C 
de moduler Ies formes des r4Inmses B des mots #action pour appliquer ces actions de fa9on approprite 18 de 
nouveaux objets, P des attributs diff&ents ou dcs autres IocaIisatior~; la capa& d’effectuer correctement des 
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i 
instrnctions en d&pit de changements du contexte, du lieu dens leqgel la phrase est pr&ent& ou de .‘instructeur 
qui donne Ies ordtes; la capaeite it distinguer entte differents co>cepts relationnels, B repondre correctemcnt 
aux phrases en l’absence des objets jusqu’a 30 serondes &pres I’r;u,truction (tests de deplacement) et la capa& 
B rnppnner correctement que I’objet design6 n’btait pas present dans le bassin contrairement aux autres objets 
(Akeakamai). Le traitement correct d’unc grammaire de gaucne a droite (Phoenix) ou d’une grammaire 
inverse (Akeakamai) montre que des tegles syntaxiques entibrement arbitraires peuvent &tre comprises ct que 
la compr&ension des mots fonctionnels se presentant tot dans la phrase est interpretee par les dauphins sur 
la base des mats suivants inclue, dens au moins un cas, des mots non-adjacents. Cette approche de la com- 
ptfhenoion se distingue radicalement de I’emphase sur la production que I’orl trouve dans les dtudes des 
eapaeites iinguistiques des primates. Les &ultats obtenus offrent les premieres , rt=uves convaincantes de la 
eapacite des animaux I tralter les traits syntaxiques et semantiques des phrases. La capacite dts dauphins & 
utiliser Ies modalites visuelles comme les modalit& acoustiques dans ces t&es souligne la dCpendance 
amodale de leur capacite de comprehension des phrases. On presente des comparaisons entre les performances 
des dauphins, ceiles des primates entrait& pour le iangage et ceiles des jeunes enfants, sur des tithes relikes 
et pertinentes, 


